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ABSTRACT 
MURRAY CATHERINE MILLER: A Global Perspective on Ethical Consumerism: A 
study of Advertisements from Social Enterprises to Identify the Ethical Consumer 
(Under the direction of Dr. Jeff Jackson)  
 
This paper explores ethical consumerism in the United States and Latin America. I 
examined ethical consumerism in these two settings by identifying social enterprises 
from different countries in each setting to identify the ideal ethical consumer. After 
comparing and contrasting the ethical consumer in each context, I determined that ethical 
consumerism does exist in Latin America. According to scholarship, a country must be 
postmaterialist in order for ethical consumerism to exist. Through my research, I 
concluded that Latin America is postmaterialist, therefore ethical consumerism does 
exist.  
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
There’s an old saying that Cinderella is proof that a pair of shoes can change a 
girl’s life. To a certain extent, I can relate. A pair of shoes may not have changed my life 
and led me to my prince charming, but they certainly taught me something about the 
world around me. A few years ago, I purchased a pair of shoes, not realizing at the time 
how much of an impact it would have on me.  This pair of sandals that I bought from 
Nisolo, a company that claims to be “socially conscious,” made me realize that my 
purchases can have a direct effect on others. Nisolo taught me that through my purchases, 
not only did I impact others, but I could positively impact others through consuming 
responsibly. Nisolo empowers artisans in Trujillo, Peru, that have an incredible skill: they 
handcraft leather shoes and accessories. Nisolo connects these artisans with a 
marketplace. Rather than giving them a hand-out to fight poverty, they are giving them a 
“hand up.” Nisolo’s mission statement explains the impact that consumerism can have on 
the world: “As consumers, we are not alone in the world. We recognize that our small 
choices have a big impact somewhere else. As producers, we are not alone. We have 
access to the global market and fair compensation for our work. We are a team of makers, 
doers, and storytellers working together to facilitate a healthy connection between 
consumers and producers in the global marketplace.” (Nisolo) To me, this mission 
statement emphasizes the impact that consumers can have through their purchases, which 
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is essentially what ethical consumerism is – moving past products and focusing on 
relationships. I learned that when I buy things, it is not just buying a dress or a pair of 
shoes – behind that dress or pair of shoes is a story. Someone made that product, and my 
purchase can either affect them in a positive way or a negative way. It can either help 
their status, or hurt their status.  
It may seem naïve to say that buying things – consumerism – is an inherently 
selfish activity, so people typically do not think about others when they purchase a new 
pair of jeans, a purse, or shoes. When I first realized the impact that consumerism can 
have on the world around me, I became interested in the concept of ethical consumerism. 
Ethical consumerism is consumerism that has a positive impact on something else in the 
world around us – whether that is the people who make the product or the environment. 
Through this project, my goal is to learn more about the topic from a global perspective, 
comparing the United States and Latin America – specifically asking: who are the ethical 
consumers in each society? Is the ethical consumer male or female? Wealthy or poor? 
Young or old? Cultured or sheltered? My goal was to determine if the ethical consumer 
comes from a certain background, with a certain affluence, of a certain gender, having a 
particular mindset about life. The ethical consumer must have a certain set of beliefs and 
values to motivate them to consume in an ethical way, so I am interested in finding out 
exactly who these consumers are in each setting.   
Research Questions 
My research will focus on five main questions: what is ethical consumerism? 
Where does ethical consumerism come from? Who is the ethical consumer? How do 
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different social enterprises market to their consumers? How should burgeoning social 
enterprises, in newly postmaterialist societies, market to their consumers? And finally, 
does ethical consumerism exist in developing countries? 
 First, I researched ethical consumerism, keeping in mind my main research 
questions. I found that many scholars have done studies on ethical consumerism. 
Furthermore, I found that scholars have researched ethical consumerism from a cross-
cultural perspective, comparing ethical consumers in multiple cultures. 
 Next, I wanted to identify the ethical consumer in two cultures, the United States 
and Latin America. I wanted to study consumers through a survey, but this presented 
difficulties. I was not able to locate either a survey or a group of people in Latin America 
to survey. Instead, I decided to study businesses and identify their consumers.  
 Lastly, I identified multiple businesses that claim to be socially responsible. I 
located these business’s social media accounts to gather their advertisements in order to 
identify what type of consumer they market to.  
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Structure of Thesis 
In Chapter 1 of this thesis, I will discuss the first two research questions: what is 
ethical consumerism, and where does it come from? I will present my literature review, 
which includes scholars’ work on ethical consumerism, the history of ethical 
consumerism, and ethical consumerism from a cross-cultural perspective. 
In Chapter 2, I will discuss the first category of social enterprises, large 
businesses in the United States. I have identified multiple social enterprises and 
completed a study of their advertisements to identify their ethical consumer. 
Chapter 3 discusses the second category of businesses, small social 
entrepreneurships in the United States. Like Chapter 1, I include multiple social 
enterprises and a study of their advertising and marketing material.  
Similarly, Chapter 4 introduces the third and final category of businesses. These 
social entrepreneurships are based in Latin America. Again, I researched multiple social 
entrepreneurships that claim to be socially conscious, and analyzed their advertisements.  
In Chapter 5, I present my Findings and Conclusion. I determined that ethical 
consumerism is consumerism with a positive impact – it is consumerism that focuses not 
only on the quality of the product, but also on the quality of the circumstances in which 
the product was produced. From other scholars’ work, I determined that for ethical 
consumerism to exist, a society must be developed, modern, and postmaterialist. Scholars 
argue that without postmaterialism, ethical consumerism cannot exist. Finally, I 
determined that ethical consumerism does exist in developing countries, though there are 
differences.  
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History of Ethical Consumerism 
This idea of consuming responsibly is not a new one. Several scholars have 
offered various definitions of ethical consumerism, but the first scholarly work published 
on ethical consumerism was written by James Carrier, an anthropologist at Oxford 
Brooks University and the University of Indiana. He argues that ethical consumerism 
cannot exist in a society or culture that is not modern. “Ethical consumerism cannot be 
understood without seeing it as an embrace of a certain kind of modernity.” (1) Ethical 
consumerism is the result of moving past what Carrier calls “materialism” to a new, more 
modern period in history called postmaterialism. Generally, postmaterialism does not 
only emphasize the product, but where the product comes from, and in what conditions it 
was made. Because postmaterialism is the most current period in history, this idea of 
modernity, ethical consumerism, and postmaterialism are all interconnected. Carrier 
argues, “It [ethical consumerism] is the current manifestation of a long history of social 
movements that have urged people to assess the objects that they confront not just in the 
classic economic terms of their cost and utility, but also in terms of the ways in which 
they are produced, processed and transported.” (Carrier) I discuss the important role that 
social movements play in this process in a moment. 
Others have built on Carrier’s work. For instance, Sooyoung Cho and Andreas 
Krasser recognize and further explain the role that postmaterialism plays in the history of 
ethical consumerism. According to Cho and Krasser, materialism refers to the “value 
placed on the acquisition of material objects,” while postmaterialism “represents values 
that emphasize environmental protection, sense of community, tolerance and inclusion of 
minorities, concern over quality of life, self-actualization, human rights, sustainable 
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development, and demands for choice among products and services.” (7) While similar to 
Carrier’s definition of postmaterialism, Cho and Krasser build on it by adding different 
values. Materialism in society means that success is often viewed in relation to the 
amount of “things” that one person has. Postmaterialism focuses more on where these 
things come from, how they are made, who makes them, and what is the social and 
ecological consequence of making them. For example, in societies that are post-
materialist, consumers may have choices between products. Consumers could buy a purse 
that was made in a foreign country by a child working a 12-hour workday in a harmful 
environment, or they could buy a purse that was made by someone who was protected 
from these issues.  
The choice that consumers have creates the context for ethical consumerism. 
Choosing to buy the product made according to ethical standards is becoming an 
increasingly important issue for consumers in the post-materialist context.  
Aside from postmaterialism, there is another dimension to the concept of ethical 
consumerism, and that is citizenship. Two scholars from the University of Texas at 
Austin, Sergio Cabrera and Christine Williams, examined modern marketing textbooks in 
order to demonstrate whether there exists the idea that consumers can improve the social 
welfare of their society through consumption. Cabrera and Williams argue that 
sociologically-speaking, consumers historically do not make good citizens (2014). 
However, they present what they consider to be the first example of ethical consumerism. 
The first time that consumerism was linked to social good was after World War II (2014). 
Through consumption, Americans could promote freedom, equality, and democracy, 
because they were fulfilling their duty as citizens (2014). Increasing consumerism in the 
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United States accomplished two things: it boosted the economy, and it increased national 
interest. Essentially, the government worked alongside businesses to increase 
advertisements that encouraged citizens to shop. This idea was called “consumer 
citizenship” – the ideal relationship between government, consumers, and businesses that 
promotes social good (2014).  
Defining Ethical Consumerism 
Carrier argues that ethical consumerism is rooted in social movements that have 
increasingly grown in popularity in recent years and that emphasize relationships over 
products. To me, this means that Carrier’s concept of ethical consumerism focuses not on 
the product, but on the circumstances in which the product was made, distributed, and 
purchased. Carrier defines ethical consumption as the “consumption of goods that are 
produced in circumstances that meet the purchaser’s ethical criteria” (2007). Ethical 
consumption is associated with social and political orientations, and serves as a way to 
reestablish the link between consumers and producers. According to Carrier, ethical 
consumers can do two things: lead a more moral life, and affect the world around them 
through creating competition in the marketplace, which changes the way corporations 
operate (2010).  
Cho and Krasser expand the definition of ethical consumerism, by offering a new 
dimension. They argue that it is “an expression of ethical concerns about products and 
organizations ‘by choosing to purchase a product that meets certain ethical standards, or 
by choosing not to purchase a product that fails to meet that criteria.’” (2011) These 
concerns include environmental considerations, animal welfare, fair trade, labor 
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standards, and organic food sales. Cho and Krasser present a two-fold concept of ethical 
consumerism: buying and boycotting. While Carrier expresses ethical consumerism as a 
relationship, Cho and Krasser express it as an action. Carrier’s definition emphasizes the 
importance of identifying where products come from before you buy them. Cho and 
Krasser present ethical consumerism as either a positive action or negative action: buying 
products that are produced with ethical standards, or not buying products that are 
produced in unethical standards. From these scholars’ work, we can see that ethical 
consumerism emphasizes relationships and action.  
Cho and Krasser completed their research through a cross-cultural study aimed at 
providing an understanding the motivations for ethical consumerism. Cho and Krasser 
surveyed respondents from Austria and South Korea. The authors argue that cultural 
differences shape consumer attitudes and behavior, and found that there were large 
cultural differences between the two cultures they studied, and in turn, a large difference 
in the amount of ethical consumerism. They found that culture was a strong predictor for 
ethical consumerism, because it reflects the values that consumers learn from society.  
Cho and Krasser developed a series of hypotheses that they sought to prove 
throughout their research. First of all, post-materialism will be positively related to 
motivation for ethical consumerism; materialism will be negatively related to motivation 
for ethical consumerism (2011). According to their research, materialism and motivation 
for ethical consumerism have an inverse relationship. The more materialistic a culture is, 
the less likely that culture is to ethically consume. The opposite is also true. Consumers 
from non-materialistic cultures are more likely to show higher motivation for ethical 
consumerism than those from materialistic cultures (2011). Cultures that are 
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postmaterialistic are more likely to ethically consume.  In this case, Austria represents a 
non-materialistic culture (meaning it is post-materialistic), while South Korea represents 
a materialistic culture.  
The next hypothesis states that universal benefits will be positively related to 
motivation for ethical consumerism; emotional benefits will be positively related to 
motivation for ethical consumerism (2011). Simply put, this means that consumers will 
often make ethical consumption choices because they want to feel better about 
themselves. They buy products that are good for the environment or products that help 
other people, because purchasing this product provides them with universal and 
emotional benefits. Ethical consumerism helps others, and it helps the consumer to feel 
good about his or herself.  
Next, ethical self-identity will be positively related to motivation for ethical 
consumerism (2011). This means that issues that are important to the consumer will 
influence ethical consumerism. If a consumer recognizes the importance of ethics in 
consumption, they will be more likely to ethically consume.  
The next hypothesis states that attention to news media content will be positively 
related to motivation for ethical consumerism (2011). Consumers that pay attention to the 
news are more likely to ethically consume, because they are more informed on certain 
issues like environmental concern.  
Lastly, attention to entertainment media content will be negatively related to 
motivation for ethical consumerism (2011). Fictional-based television programs 
negatively affect ethical consumerism, unlike news-based television programs.  
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Cho and Krasser note the importance of social movements in the case of each 
country. For example, a recent concern for ecological issues sparked by the rise of the 
Green Party in Austria encouraged Austrians to consume in a manner that did not harm 
the environment. On the other hand, South Korea is a highly materialistic culture. Ethical 
consumerism is still new. Social movements, like in Austria, have not had a strong 
presence. Only recently have green movements influenced consumers. For this reason, 
Austria and South Korea represent two cultures that will support my study: one culture 
that is clearly materialist, and one that is clearly post-materialist.  
 Cho and Krasser developed a research question to involve these values: To what 
degree do the seven variables (post-materialism, materialism, emotional benefits, 
universal benefits, self-identity, news media attention, and entertainment media attention) 
predict motivation for ethical consumerism (2011)? Cho and Krasser compared Austria 
and South Korea, two distinct cultures, in order to answer the research question and prove 
or disprove their hypotheses. All of their hypotheses except Hypothesis 2 were supported 
by their findings. They also found that, answering their research question, three of the 
seven variables (self-identity, post-materialism, and attention to news media content) did 
in fact significantly predict motivation for ethical consumerism. 
Cho and Krasser made several conclusions from their findings. First, post-
materialism highly motivates ethical consumerism (2011). Second, culture largely affects 
ethical consumerism (2011). Third, anticipated benefits do not motivate ethical 
consumerism to a large degree (2011). Next, self-identity was definitely a predictor of 
motivation for ethical consumerism. Lastly, attention to entertainment media does not 
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motivate ethical consumerism, while attention to news media does motivate ethical 
consumerism.  
As previously mentioned, Cabrera and Williams completed a study of marketing 
textbooks in order to determine if consumption could be linked to social good. They 
focus on relationship management marketing, and how these types of marketing are 
related to ethical consumerism. The authors specifically focus on “neoliberal consumer 
citizenship,” which displays the ideal relationship between consumers, government, and 
businesses (2014). According to Cabrera and Williams, the role of the government is to 
ensure free competition, and provide a minimum level of protection for consumers. It 
should only intervene when businesses ‘misbehave,’ but ideally, businesses should be 
free from government intervention. Essentially, the government’s role is to ensure that 
businesses abide by ethical standards. If this were the case, all SEs would be ethical.  
The role of business, on the other hand, is to cater to their customers’ needs while 
also generating profit for its owners, whether public or private. But not all customers are 
equal in the eyes of the business. Businesses should cater to the most profitable 
customers’ needs. Finally, the customer’s responsibility is to have desires, wants, and 
needs, and have them fulfilled by the business (2014). All of the textbooks are consistent 
in their information about consumers. In fact, the textbooks all expect the consumers to 
behave ethically. The neoliberal model of consumer citizenship, according to the 
textbooks in the study, has two general ideals: the consumer behaves ethically and the 
government ensures free competition. 
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 One important part of Cabrera and Williams’ research, similar to Cho and 
Krasser, is how different demographics and values affect consumer behavior. The authors 
argue that consumer actions are influenced by culture, subculture, values, beliefs, 
attitudes, lifestyle, personality, life-cycle stage, age, gender, family, social groups, 
reference groups, class, status, and other psychological factors (2014). Based on these 
demographics, businesses can then market to specific groups or individuals using one of 
the models of marketing. The first type of marketing is mass marketing, which is an 
undifferentiated message aimed at an entire market (2014). Next is ‘niche’ marketing: 
specific messages that are tailored to carefully selected market segments (2014). Lastly, 
relationship management marketing uses personalized messages to wealthy individual 
customers (2014).  
Based on the demographics, businesses can easily predict consumer actions. 
Additionally, consumers can display motivations to buy (or not buy) goods – and this is 
related to a hierarchy of needs (physiological, safety, social, esteem, self-actualization). 
As consumers satisfy their bottom needs, then motivation to buy the higher needs 
increases (2014).  
Ryan McConnell (2007) presents a new trend related to ethical consumerism 
called “mutual social responsibility.” This new trend links consumers and companies, 
proving that they recognize their mutual responsibility and take a new interest in being 
good responsible citizens. In my opinion, this is a direct result of growing 
postmaterialism, and the fact that SEs and consumers are both realizing this. SEs and 
consumers are noticing that they can make a difference through each of their roles: 
consumers can purchase products that make a difference, and SEs can produce products 
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that make a difference. McConnell recognizes the importance of “cause marketing”. In 
general terms, cause marketing is marketing to a specific group of people based on 
different ideas. If given a choice between two products of similar price and quality, most 
consumers will choose the brand with a social purpose. McConnell lists different aspects 
of social purposes as protecting the environment, reducing poverty, providing equal 
opportunity to education, enabling everyone to live a healthy life. Those four principles 
are the ideas that most SEs take into consideration as social enterprises, according to 
McConnell. According to McConnell, in order for the mutual social responsibility and 
ethical consumerism movement to advance, SEs need to step up their cause marketing. 
Basically, social enterprises need to do a better job of making consumers aware that they 
are social enterprises. He offers suggestions to social enterprises on how to better market 
to ethical consumers through cause marketing. 
This study relates to my own research, because it discusses marketing from social 
enterprises. In my study, I will be researching different SEs that consider themselves 
social enterprises, and analyzing their advertisements to see how they market to ethical 
consumers.  
Marsha Dickson conducted a study that analyzed consumer behavior, researching 
whether or not a “no sweat” label would influence an ethical consumer’s behavior – or in 
other words, whether to buy or not buy a “no sweat” clothing label. The main goal of 
Dickson’s study was to identify the market for no-sweat label users, and profile the 
attitude and demographic characteristics of this market (2001).  
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Dickson’s study provides a brief history on one issue of ethical consumerism that 
deals with sweatshops. Dickson argues, “Since the mid-1990s, government officials, 
consumer activists, labor representatives, industry leaders, and the media have focused 
increasing attention on working conditions surrounding the production of apparel.” 
(2001) Since these arguments have arisen, ethical consumers are demanding that 
governments place greater regulations on working conditions. Dickson’s goal is to 
analyze the use of social labeling campaigns and how consumers react to them. She states 
that “The objectives of social labels are to provide information to consumers so that they 
can knowledgeably support ethical businesses and refrain from unknowingly supporting 
unethical businesses.” (qtd. in Wang, Fletcher, and Carly) In this case, knowledge is 
power: knowing how and in what circumstances a product was made can potentially 
influence consumer behavior. Dickson is looking for characteristics of consumers that 
may choose the no-sweat label when shopping (2001). She argues that psychographic and 
demographic characteristics do in fact influence socially conscious consumer behavior: 
age, education, gender, income, marital status all influence ethical consumerism (2001).  
In conclusion, Dickson found that only a small portion (16%) of respondents were 
strongly influenced by the presence of a No Sweat label (2001). She also determined that 
unmarried females with lower education levels are more likely to purchase apparel with 
No Sweat labels (2001). This may be because unmarried females of lower education 
levels sympathize with and identify with certain producers. This study is relevant to my 
research because it examines one product and how demographics and values play into 
consumer behavior, determining whether or not consumers will ethically consume.   
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Importance of Research Question 
Before moving on, I ask, why is this important in the first place? Why is it 
necessary to know how cultural values may influence ethical consumerism? The reason I 
chose to write on this topic is because I have realized the importance of knowing that our 
purchases affect more than just ourselves. A purchase made here can affect someone in 
an entirely different country, entirely different culture, and entirely different 
circumstance. On one hand, it is important for marketing purposes. “International 
companies need to understand how ideas, values, and moral standards differ across 
cultures and how cultural differences affect consumers in order to develop successful 
marketing strategies.” (Swaidan) “In summary, a greater understanding of how culture 
influences consumer ethics will allow marketers to develop better strategies that include 
consumers’ ethical characteristics.” (Swaidan 2011). On the other hand, it is important 
because of globalization. “With the rise of globalization, it is essential to understand, not 
just from a theoretical perspective, but also from a marketer’s vantage point, how ethical 
interpretations and actions might differ in various consumer markets around the world.” 
(Krasser and Cho). Lastly, it is important to know exactly who the ethical consumer is. 
Through my study I will be examining two different cultures with different consumer 
behavior, so I will gather a good idea of what an ethical consumer looks like in each 
culture. Essentially, at the end of my research, I will be finding and identifying the ethical 
consumer, so that I can expand the marketplace for ethical consumerism.  
Additionally, I was curious to know whether or not ethical consumerism only 
exists in developed countries. According to the literature I researched, ethical 
consumerism can only exist in developed countries that are postmaterialist. But I want to 
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know if it can be found in developing countries as well. In my project, I look to find 
examples of ethical consumerism on a global scale, in both the United States and Latin 
America. Finding evidence of ethical consumerism in Latin America signifies one of two 
conclusions. It either contradicts the scholarship on ethical consumerism by saying that 
ethical consumerism can exist without postmaterialism, or it means that Latin America is 
in fact postmaterialist.  
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Methodology 
In order to answer my questions, I will use a content analysis of advertisements 
from social enterprises - businesses that appeal to and market to ethical consumers. There 
are several different terms that scholars use to discuss businesses with a social purpose. 
Any of the following terms may be used to describe this type of business: socially 
conscious business, social enterprise, socially responsible business, or social 
entrepreneurship. For the purpose of my study, I will use the term “social enterprise” 
(abbreviated as SE) or “social entrepreneurs” when I refer to these businesses. By 
studying a wide variety of social enterprises both in the United States and in Latin 
America, I hope to find out how the SEs market to ethical consumers. I will identify what 
SEs promote to their consumers. Instead of looking at consumers to find out who the 
ethical consumer is, I will be looking at the SEs themselves to identify their marketing 
approaches towards consumers. Originally, I intended to survey consumers from different 
cultures to examine their purchases and what decisions went into their purchases. That 
proved to be difficult, because I had trouble formulating a survey, and difficulty 
gathering respondents. So instead of looking at consumers, I will look at businesses and 
their marketing techniques to determine the ideal consumer. More specifically, I will be 
analyzing advertisements from these businesses. 
In order to identify the ethical consumer, I will be looking at multiple social 
enterprises, their social media accounts, and their advertisements. My goal is to 
determine what image these SEs are trying to portray through their social media and 
advertising. For the purpose of this project, these advertisements will include images 
from social media outlets.  
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The social enterprises vary in products, size, location, and advertising style. Some 
SEs are large businesses that sell their products internationally, some are small businesses 
that sell in the United States, and some are small businesses that sell in Latin America. 
The smaller SEs do not “advertise” in the traditional sense – they are not “big” enough 
for that yet. These SEs advertise and capture their consumer’s attention via social media.  
 Based on my research into various social enterprises, I noticed that social 
enterprises can be divided into three categories: large U.S. social enterprises, small U.S. 
social entrepreneurs, and small Latin American social entrepreneurs. I noticed differences 
in each category – differences in their products, differences in their advertising tactics, 
and differences in their means of ethical production. I decided to investigate the 
similarities and differences between the SEs in each category, collect their 
advertisements, analyze them, and determine what image these SEs are trying to portray 
through their advertisements. For the purpose of this project, “advertisements” include 
web advertisements, print advertisements, and images obtained through a brand’s social 
media outlets.  
 Category 1 SEs are large SEs that sell a wide variety of products, and while 
producing these products, they claim to abide by ethical standards and promote their 
products in this manner. This category of businesses advertises primarily on the internet, 
in newspapers, and in magazines. I collected a wide variety of their advertisements from 
these different sources. 
Category 2 SEs are small SEs in the United States that advertise and capture their 
consumer’s attention primarily via social media. I obtained numerous ads for Category 2 
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SEs on Instagram, and documented their images and captions as well. Category 3 SEs are 
small businesses based in Latin America. Some of these SEs advertise in the traditional 
sense, online and in print sources. However, some of these SEs are still growing, and use 
social media as advertising.  
 In the chapters that follow, I will describe each category in more detail, identify 
the SEs in the category, explain the methods I used to identify themes in the 
advertisements, and describe the advertisements and themes in detail. In each case, I will 
use an inductive approach to analyze each set of advertisements. I will also compare and 
contrast each category. An inductive approach, as defined by W. Lawrence Neuman, 
entails “observing the empirical world and then reflecting on what is taking place, 
thinking in increasingly more abstract ways, moving toward theoretical concepts and 
propositions.” (60) I will also use a qualitative content analysis methodology, considering 
the themes and subthemes I have identified for each category of advertisements. Each 
different category contains its own list of adjectives and phrases that appear in the 
advertisements or images, and those qualify them to be certain themes. In particular, I 
developed a coding system to systematically observe the content from the ads, using both 
manifest and latent coding techniques. A manifest coding system is content analysis 
coding in which one develops a list of words, phrases, or symbols then locates them in 
the ads. A latent coding system is content analysis coding in which one identifies 
subjective meanings (in this case, themes) and systematically locates them in the 
advertisements. My unit of analysis will be advertisements, which include images from 
social media outlets. I employ a convenience sampling from United States SEs and Latin 
American SEs. According to Neuman, a convenience (or haphazard) sampling allows the 
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researcher to “get any cases in any manner that is convenient.” (2006) By definition, a 
convenience sampling is “a nonrandom sample in which the researcher selects any 
[cases] he or she happens to come across.” (2006)  
While such a sample is not generalized to the larger world of all ads created by 
social enterprises, it does allow me to conduct a preliminary exploration into how certain 
social enterprises may define the ethical consumer. Therefore, as exploratory research my 
study aims to explore my research question in a preliminary fashion. Whether the 
conclusion arrived at are true for the larger world of ads from all social enterprises is 
beyond the scope of this project, though I hope they may provide clues that future 
researchers interested in these larger patterns may be able to follow.  
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Chapter Two 
Guilt Free Shopping 
Large U.S. Social Enterprises  
 Category 1 SEs are different from Category 2 SEs based on their cause and who 
receives benefits from their social responsibility. Category 2 SEs appeal to consumers 
that are shopping for a cause – shopping with the intentions of changing the world for the 
better. Category 1 SEs, on the other hand, can be described as “guilt free” shopping. 
These companies may not aim to change the world, but they do hope to minimize the 
harm caused in the processes of production. In this chapter I discuss how I chose these 
SEs and identify the themes encountered in their advertisements.   
The Better World Shopper is a website dedicated to providing consumers with the 
most responsible SEs in business. Paired with a book, “The Better World Shopping 
Guide,” the idea of these two resources is to show consumers how shopping can make a 
difference. By consuming from responsible businesses, consumers can change the world 
in a positive light. The book and the website rank products – beer, condiments, hair care, 
gum and mints, vitamins, and everything in between – on a scale of A to F, notifying the 
consumer how responsible these SEs are in the production of their products. The website 
provides an A to F scale, as follows: A means “These companies are social and 
environmental leaders in their category,” B means “These tend to be mainstream 
companies taking social/environmental responsibility seriously,” C means “These 
companies have either mixed social and environmental records or insufficient data 
available to rank them,” D means “These engage in practices that have significant 
negative impacts on people and the planet,” and F means “These companies have the 
worst social and environmental records in the industry.” 
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 The Better World Shopper website also outlines the principles that define being 
“socially responsible.” According to the book and website, there are five key issues at 
hand when it comes to ethical and responsible production. These key components consist 
of human rights, the environment, animal protection, community involvement, and social 
justice. The website provides examples for each component. The human rights aspect 
consists of sweatshops, third world community exploitation, international health issues, 
divestment, child labor, and ethical codes of conduct. The environmental aspect includes 
global warming, rainforest destruction, pollution, recycling, renewable energy, 
greenwashing, toxic waste, eco-innovations, illegal dumping, and sustainable farming. 
Animal protection includes factory farming, animal testing, humane treatment, and wild 
animal habitat. Community involvement includes family farms, local business support, 
volunteer efforts, sustainable growth, philanthropic donations, nonprofit alliances, and 
establishing foundations. Lastly, social justice includes fair wages, fatalities, union 
busting efforts, health and safety records, and discrimination based on: race, gender, age, 
ability, religion, sexuality, and ethnicity.   
The authors of the website have developed a process that allows for the ranking of 
SEs in each different category. First, data is collected from nonprofit sources. This data 
contains information on the social and environmental responsibility of companies. Next, 
the data is organized into a database that matches companies with their SEs, organizes 
and weighs the data, and calculates a responsibility score. The next step is to transfer the 
companies to more specific charts based on category, and assign them a letter grade 
based on responsibility relative to competitors in the same category. Finally, SEs are 
organized in an easy fashion to allow consumers to readily see the most and least 
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responsible SEs while they are shopping. The Better World Shopper book and website 
provide consumers with information so that they can make a difference, and shop from 
responsible SEs. These resources allow consumers to “vote with their wallet” and shop 
responsibly.  
For my project, I have selected five SEs from The Better World Shopper to 
research. I then collected advertisements from their social media outlets to analyze in 
order to see what image the SEs are portraying to ethical consumers. The businesses I 
chose to research are Aveda, Clif Bar, Method, Organic Valley, and Seventh Generation. 
They are classified as social enterprises by The Better World Handbook. These SEs are 
businesses that seek to operate under ethical and responsible values in order to make a 
difference. I selected these SEs because they are the top ranked businesses according to 
the Better World Shopper, all receiving a grade of A+ or A.  
Aveda 
Founded by Horst Rechelbacher, Aveda Corporation is a business “dedicated to 
holistic beauty and environmental responsibility.” Aveda sells hair care, skin care, 
makeup, perfume, and styling products. Stated on the Aveda website, Aveda’s vision is 
“connecting beauty, environment and well-being.” “Our mission at Aveda is to care for 
the world we live in, from the products we make to the ways in which we give back to 
society. At Aveda, we strive to set an example for environmental leadership and 
responsibility, not just in the world of beauty, but around the world.” (Aveda)  
Aveda claims to accomplish their mission through a set of beliefs and values that 
they uphold (Aveda). Summarized, they value people, the environment, and excellent 
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ethical business. They claim to treat others with dignity and respect, and treat the 
environment with care throughout their processes of production. They strive for 
excellence, and seek to achieve it while upholding an ethical code. (Aveda) 
Additionally, Aveda works with an indigenous community in Brazil, to harvest a 
product called urukum. By using urukum, Aveda could support the indigenous tribe, who 
had suffered in the past. Aveda could support traditional farming in Brazil and protect 
their indigenous culture. Aveda can be considered a social enterprise because it promotes 
environmental responsibility and empowerment. (Aveda) 
Clif Bar 
Clif Bar is a private family and employee-owned business founded by Gary 
Erickson that sells organic foods and drinks. Clif Bar is most known for their energy bars, 
sold in many different flavors, with many different purposes. Clif Bars are made for 
different activities: some bars are meant for recovery, some restore protein, some are 
made for snacking, some enhance athletic performance, and some hydrate. Additionally, 
there are different bars that are fit for different age groups, some made for men, some 
specifically for women, and some for children. Bottom line, Clif Bars are intended for 
those that are active and adventurous. (Clif Bar) 
On their website, Clif Bar outlines the five aspirations that guide their business. 
Their aspirations include: sustaining our business, sustaining our SEs, sustaining our 
people, sustaining our communities, and sustaining the planet. Clif Bar is a company 
dedicated to resilient and sustainable business, looking ahead to the future. They also 
value integrity and quality, only offering the best products. People are important at Clif 
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Bar: employees work together, encourage one another, and build each other up. At Clif 
Bar, they value relationships. Additionally, they value relationships with the community. 
They seek to promote healthy communities, both at home and abroad. Lastly, Clif Bar 
pursues a healthy environment by conserving and restoring natural resources. Clif Bar’s 
social enterprise quality includes their desire to promote a healthy environment. They 
attempt to keep the environment healthy while keeping people healthy as well. (Clif Bar) 
Method 
Adam Lowry and Eric Ryan own Method, a brand that offers home cleaning 
supplies and body and skin care products. They were originally inspired by cleaning 
products that were harmful and toxic – giving them an idea. According to their website, 
Adam and Eric wanted to create a line of cleaning products that weren’t harmful to 
people or the environment, yet still get the job done. (Method) 
Method has several points that reflect their socially conscious values. Method 
makes their products with natural plants, rather than products from an industrial plant. 
They do not harm animals in the testing of their products. They are dedicated to 
providing products that will clean without harm. Method provides products that do not 
harm the environment. Ultimately, Method’s mission is to provide consumers with 
products that keep their homes clean while keeping people and the environment healthy. 
According to their website, they run their business with values at the forefront – they 
create social and environmental benefits through their production process. Method values 
transparency – in ingredients and production. They empower consumers to make 
educated, responsible decisions. Finally, Method has a program called Method Cares that 
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gives back to the local community. Each Method employees is given three days a year to 
give back to the community in whatever capacity they choose. (Method) 
Method qualifies as a social enterprise because they again seek to produce 
cleaning supplies without harming the environment we live in. When buying from 
Method, according to their website, consumers know that the products they are buying 
will not hurt the environment. They also value the communities they live in, by directly 
serving their community through Method Cares. (Method) 
Organic Valley  
 Organic Valley is a cooperative farm in Wisconsin that was started in 1988, 
driven by a goal to sustain family farming traditions, and build more opportunities for the 
future. Organic Valley offers a wide variety of dairy products, all grown by farmers in 
local communities. Stated on their website, Organic Valley’s mission is “to support rural 
communities by protecting the health of the family farm – working toward both economic 
and environmental sustainability.” (Organic Valley) 
 Basically, Organic Valley is a community of farmers in which all of the farmers 
work together to govern the community and keep the farms sustained. Farmers, 
employees and citizens all play a vital role in the community. Organic Valley’s mission is 
“to create and operate a marketing cooperative that promotes regional farm diversity and 
economic stability by the means of organic agricultural methods and the sale of certified 
organic products.” The brand has seven goals under which they operate: “cooperatively 
market certified organic products produced by our members; market the best tasting, 
most nutritious and wholesome food as possible; establish farmer determined food prices 
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to reflect fair return and to use these prices to guide the cooperative marketing; encourage 
a farming future emphasizing ecological and economic sustainability; enable a healthy 
human livelihood by providing quality employment, cooperation, organic education and 
community growth; practice environmental awareness and cooperative principles in all 
aspects of production, handling, marketing and operations; promote a respect for the 
diversity, dignity, and interdependence of human, animal, plant, soil, and global life.” 
Ultimately, according to their promotional materials, Organic Valley is a family-owned, 
mission-driven cooperative that believes in working together to produce organic food, 
and in turn, change the world by keeping people, animals and the earth healthy. (Organic 
Valley) 
Once again, Organic Valley is an example of a social enterprise that seeks a 
healthy environment. Additionally, in a way they claim to empower farmers, creating a 
sustainable market for these traditional family farms. These two aspects of their business 
classify Organic Valley as a social enterprise that promotes a positive world through 
business, rather than harming the world through business. (Organic Valley) 
Seventh Generation 
 Seventh Generation is a brand that sells household cleaning products, baby 
products, and health and beauty products. The name “Seventh Generation” embodies 
their main goal: “to inspire a consumer revolution that nurtures the health of the next 
seven generations.” (Seventh Generation) Overall, they aim for sustainability through 
responsible sourcing, using natural materials, ensuring the health of our planet and our 
people, and caring for the community. (Seventh Generation) 
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 Like most other social enterprises, Seventh Generation outlines several steps to 
achieving their goal of being a social enterprise. These steps are featured on their website. 
The steps ensure that Seventh Generation will “create and use sustainable energy, source 
sustainable, produce zero waste, decrease carbon foot-print, be radically transparent, 
exert influence beyond our size, create healthy products for health homes, nurture 
thriving communities, and create a vibrant workplace.” Seventh Generation strives to use 
business to make a difference. Their main focus, like stated in their main goal, is to focus 
on the next seven generations, while still caring for consumers today. At Seventh 
Generation, they promote the idea that caring today will create a healthy tomorrow. 
(Seventh Generation) 
Lastly, Seventh Generation promotes a clean, natural environment as well. They 
market themselves as a company who provides the best for consumers today, while 
keeping the future in mind, so they do not harm the environment. Their main cause as a 
social enterprise, like most of the other Category 1 SEs, is a healthy natural environment.  
Methodology  
These large U.S. SEs might not be saving the world, but they definitely are not 
hurting it in the process. The main goal of Category 1 SEs is to make the world a better 
place, while pleasing consumers. In order to identify the consumer that is likely to buy a 
product from a Category 1 brand, I have researched the SEs’ social media outlets and 
captured images that they use as advertising tools. My images for these SEs come from 
their advertisements as well as social media outlets. I have documented the picture and 
caption, and compiled them into a spreadsheet. In the spreadsheet, I documented general 
information: image, caption, brand, language, and hashtags. Next, I identified reoccurring 
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themes that stood out in all of the images. During my research and compilation of 
pictures, I used an inductive content analysis, letting the images speak to me – I identified 
nine themes that reappeared in different SEs. I have labeled these themes, and included 
subthemes as well, to specify what exactly the themes include. 
 The themes from Category 1 brand social media outlets include Simplicity, 
Family, Health, Environment, Humor, Adventure, and Trends. These themes have 
subthemes that helped me to easily identify them from the images. Simplicity includes 
the subthemes “meditation,” “peace,” “relaxation,” and “rest.” Family includes 
“motherhood,” “babies,” “generations,” “tradition,” and “hard work.” Health includes 
“feeling good,” “nutrition,” “wellness,” and “yoga.” The subthemes for environment are 
“going green,” “nature,” “animals,” “farming,” and “landscapes.” Humor includes 
“funny,” “laughter,” or “jokes.” Adventure includes “athletics,” “chaos,” “energy,” 
“extreme sports,” “risk taking,” “adrenaline,” and “exploration.” 
  
Simplicity  
Many SEs in Category 1 utilized the theme of simplicity to market their products. 
Simplicity includes the subthemes “meditation,” “peace,” “relaxation,” and “rest.” Often 
times, these images were very plain, sometimes black and white pictures that only 
featured the product itself. The general feeling associated with these images and captions 
is minimalism – they were very plain and modest. The images do not have much going 
on in the background, and the captions are not lengthy. Often times the captions include 
words similar to the subthemes, like “meditation” or “relaxation.” Other times, the 
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captions are short and to the point. Summarily, these images and captions get the point 
across in a simple manner.  
Many examples of Simplicity can be found in Method images. In fact, I classified 
every Method image as Simplicity. The image above from a Method Instagram shows 
just the product on a white background. Each product is facing the same direction, and 
the products are lined up in ascending order. The caption for this image reads “in 
anticipation of warm summer days, we’re bringing the scent of sand, surf + sunset dreams 
to you early. beach soundtrack optional. pick some up at target and relax.” The caption 
refers to relaxation, further evoking the idea of simplicity.  
Figure 1 
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Another example of Simplicity can be found in the image from Seventh 
Generation. The caption for the image is, “Life can get crazy. Add time for meditation to 
your calendar – even if it’s only for a few minutes!” The image does not include a 
product in the advertisement, but includes cool colors like blue, white, and green to 
induce a calming feeling. I classified the image as Simplicity because it refers to 
breathing and meditation, which are both subthemes of Simplicity. Overall, this image 
suggests a relaxing feel.  
Family 
Family was a strong theme in some SEs, but was not present in every brand in 
Category 1. It includes the subthemes “motherhood,” “babies,” “generations,” “tradition,” 
and “hard work.” These images often included photos of babies, children, or entire 
families. The captions often referred to children, families, or generations. Images with the 
Family theme often stressed the idea of caring for others, or traditions through 
generations. Family was present in only two SEs, Organic Valley and Seventh 
Generation. 
Figure 2 
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Figure 3 below is an example of a Family-themed image from Seventh 
Generation. The caption is “Which is better in your house: yoga with or without a little 
partner?” The image contains a mother and a baby together, and the caption mentions a 
“little partner,” suggesting the idea of a family.  
Another brand, Organic Valley, utilizes the Family theme in many of their 
advertisements. Most of their images contain either children or entire families in the 
photo, or refer to them in the caption. As you can see in Figure 4, this image from 
Organic Valley pictures children in a field, and refers to generations of family farmers in 
the caption. The caption reads, “When you buy Organic Valley products you’re helping 
keep generations of small family farmers on their land. (So thank you!)” This image 
suggests a sense of family tradition, and the caption even refers to supporting the families 
through their business. 
 
 
Figure 3 
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Health  
Since many of the products advertised in Category 1 SEs deal with food or 
cleaning products, Health is a strong theme throughout a lot of the SEs. Health includes 
the subthemes “feeling good,” “nutrition,” “wellness,” and “yoga.” Many of these images 
and captions show or discuss ways to be healthier, and how the SEs are promoting 
healthy options.  
One example of Health can be seen in Figure 5 below from Aveda. The caption 
reads, “Prepare to welcome the new month. Spend a few moments of your day centering 
yourself with a few deep breaths and a conscious mind. #Wellness” Since it includes 
“#Wellness” I classified it as Health, because “wellness” is a subtheme. It is clear through 
this image that Aveda places an importance on health. 
Figure 4 
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Seventh Generation also presents an image that is Health-themed, Figure 6. The 
caption includes a tip for wellness: “Hang eucalyptus in the shower to release beneficial 
oils each time you turn on the hot water. Perfect for a bit of relaxation before a busy 
day!” The simple image shows how to hang the eucalyptus in the shower. This image 
shows a way to better oneself, thus classifying it as a Health-themed image. 
Environment 
 The Environment theme was rather consistent through many SEs in Category 1. 
The subthemes I identified for Environment are “going green,” “nature,” “animals,” 
“farming,” and “landscapes.” Most of them are somehow related to nature, preserving 
Figure 5 
Figure 6 
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nature, or keeping the environment or animals healthy. Any image that contained 
something relating to the environment was classified as this theme. For example, if an 
image included trees, a scenic landscape, or animals in the photo, I classified it as 
Environment.  
Examples of Environment-themed images can be found in many SEs. Clif Bar 
includes many images with Environment subthemes. For example, Figure 7 is captioned 
“Yosemite Valley never disappoints. Photo by #ClifBar friend and photographer in the 
field @travisburkephotography”. The image contains a beautiful, picturesque photo of 
the sky and mountains in Yosemite Valley. It features the beauty of the environment in a 
very simple form. 
Another example of Environment can be found in the following Organic Valley 
image. The caption for the image is “It’s my responsibility to take care of the cows, 
Figure 7 
Figure 8 
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because they take care of me.” The image contains a man standing in a pasture 
surrounded by cows, smiling at one of the cows with a gentle expression. The caption and 
the image both evoke a sense of endearment towards the animals, suggesting that the man 
(farmer) is caring for the cows. The caption stresses the idea of caring for the cow, 
because the cow provides what the farmer needs. It expresses the relationship between 
animals and people, suggesting the idea of environment.   
Humor 
 Humor was only present in some of the SEs, but it was rather consistent in those 
SEs that utilized humor as a theme. Humor includes “funny,” “laughter,” or “jokes.” Any 
captions or images that included funny jokes or the idea of laughter were classified as 
Humor. Overall, I classified any image that had the intentions of making the consumer 
laugh as Humor-themed.  
 Figure 9 from Method contains a funny caption within the image, so I classified it 
as humor. The caption for the image reads, “consider our waterfall fragrance your oasis in 
a desert of routine. surrender to the scent of cool, cascading water lily + sandlewood. 
check it ou here: {link}” Additionally, within the image there is a text that includes a 
humorous phrase: “We think there’s a time and place for streaking. It just shouldn’t 
involve your glass.”  
Figure 9 
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Adventure 
 Images that I classified as Adventure were exciting, chaotic, and out-of-
the-box. In a sense, these images were often the opposite of Simplicity-themed images. 
Adventure includes “athletics,” “chaos,” “energy,” “extreme sports,” “risk taking,” 
“adrenaline,” and “exploration.” They often included people performing extravagant 
sports or exciting obstacles. These are often risky, adventurous situations.  
Clif Bar has many examples of Adventure throughout their images. In fact, it was 
present in every Clif bar advertisement, but it was not present in any other brand.  For 
example, the image below is captioned “‘Some climbs we do for the aesthetics.’ #ClifBar 
athlete @freddiewilkinson. Chimney-ing behind the sea stack at Otter Cliffs in Acadia 
National Park, Maine. Photo by @freddiewilkinson.” It is quite clear that this image 
suggests a sense of adventure, showing a dangerous sport with exciting surroundings. The 
caption even uses the word “athlete” when referring to the person in the image.  
Figure 10 
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Trends 
Certain images include ideas or subject matters that relate to certain relevant 
themes. These trends often come from entertainment or news media, or even social 
media. Method has many images that I classified as Trends, but only one other brand 
(Organic Valley) had an image that I classified as Trends For example, one recent image 
from Method includes a product half blue and black, half white and gold, referring to the 
popular idea of “The Dress” that recently took social media by storm. The image is 
pictured below, and captioned “is this soap bottle blue and black, or white and gold? 
#thedress”  
Another example of Trends can be found in the following Organic Valley image. 
Figure 11 
Figure 12 
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The caption for the image reads “Happy #NationalMilkDay! Will you be celebrating with 
a tall glass of delicious #OrganicValley #Milk?” Since the caption includes the hashtag 
referring to National Milk Day, it is clearly discussing a current trend.  
Conclusion  
 While I was compiling images for Category 1 SEs, inserting them into the 
spreadsheet, and classifying them into certain themes, I noticed that the themes were 
much less consistent, and the products varied much more. There was not much continuity 
between products in Category 1 SEs, thus resulting in less continuity amongst themes. I 
have found that there are more themes for Category 1 SEs, and the themes are not as 
consistent. They are consistent throughout the images from each brand, but they are not 
consistent across SEs. The themes for Category 1 SEs were less consistent across SEs, 
but more consistent within SEs.  
Additionally, products for Category 1 SEs vary, so the images (and therefore, 
themes) vary as well. The themes are general, and not extremely specific. Since there are 
more products, the themes must cater to a larger audience, not specific types of people. 
Each brand has its own style, and there is less continuity between SEs.   
I have concluded that Category 1 SEs market their products by showcasing and 
advertising their own values, in hopes of appealing to consumers with those values. The 
advertising or marketing goal of Category 1 SEs is to show their own values, not the 
values of the consumer. Again, the themes can be restated as values, but this time not 
consumers’ values – this time they are values of the businesses. These SEs recognize the 
importance of simplicity, family, health, environment, humor, adventure, and trends. But 
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furthermore, they see the value of utilizing these values in their marketing to attract 
consumers. They realize that if they broadcast these themes that they value in business, 
consumers will be attracted to their brand, and will be more likely to buy their product.  
 Summarily, some of the values of these SEs directly relate to the themes in The 
Better World Handbook.  According to the book and website, the five key issues at hand 
consist of human rights, the environment, animal protection, community involvement, 
and social justice. Most obvious is the environment issue. In my themes, I also classified 
“animals” as a subtheme of Environment, so animal protection also relates to the 
environment. Community Involvement can include the Family theme, since it relates to 
tradition, generations, and family. The themes that do not relate to the principles of The 
Better World Handbook are used as marketing tools – like Trends and Simplicity – to 
catch the consumers’ eye. The themes of The Better World Handbook can be translated 
into themes in the images of Category 1 SEs, because these SEs seek to advertise their 
values in order to make consumers aware that they are producing their products in an 
ethical manner.  
 In conclusion, I have identified the typical ethical consumer that Category 1 SEs 
are attempting to attract through their marketing. In most cases, this ethical consumer has 
a family, cares about their health and the health of their family, and is trendy. This 
consumer also cares about the environment, but not necessarily saving the environment; 
they do not want to harm the environment. Most of these SEs market to consumers with a 
family. They advertise family relationships and pictures with different family members. 
These SEs want to attract consumers that lead healthy life styles. They advertise natural, 
organic products that are healthy both for people and for the planet. Large U.S. social 
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enterprises market to a consumer who is trendy, which implies that they are younger and 
up to date on current happenings. They know what is going on in the world around them. 
The ethical consumer of Category 1 brand products is a middle-aged mother that wants to 
maintain her health and her families’ health, all while not harming the environment.  
 After researching ethical consumerism and comparing the definition with these 
businesses, I concluded that the ethical consumer in this category is not a true ethical 
consumer. Ethical consumerism, in a sense, is “shopping for a cause.” This category of 
social enterprises is not shopping for a cause, it is “guilt free shopping.” Rather than 
trying to change the world, these consumers are simply trying to avoid harm. Many 
consumers may not even know that these businesses are social enterprises. However, I 
used the same techniques to analyze other businesses that claim to be social enterprises. I 
will further discuss the next two categories of social enterprises in the following chapters, 
and compare the two in the Conclusion.  
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Chapter Three 
Shopping for a Global Cause 
Small U.S. Social Entrepreneurs  
Category 2 SEs are social entrepreneurs that offer a wide variety of products. Many 
Category 2 SEs sell clothes, shoes or accessories; they may also sell household items, like 
decorative home products. These SEs are small start-up businesses that are often founded 
by young social entrepreneurs who claim they want to change the world for the better, 
and use business as the vehicle of change. They use empowerment to tackle poverty. 
Often times the SEs connect impoverished artisans to a marketplace outside of their local 
community, providing them with a market in which they can sell their product. These SEs 
aim to help others rise above poverty by helping those who already have a skill. Category 
2 SEs abide by the old saying, “If you give a man a fish, you feed him for a day. If you 
teach him how to fish, you feed him for a lifetime.” Summarily, a simple way to identify 
Category 2 SEs is the idea of “shopping-for-a-cause.” 
In order to gain a better picture of what Category 2 SEs are, what they do, and who they 
help, I will introduce several businesses that I have qualified as this category. The 
businesses that I will focus on are Nisolo, 31 Bits, FashionABLE, Krochet Kids 
International, and Sseko Design. These companies differ slightly, but all can be classified 
as ethical companies and social enterprises that employ the main idea, “shopping-for-a-
cause.” These SEs sell shoes, clothes, accessories, jewelry, and hats – each different 
brand offers unique, different products. Despite their differences in products, they all 
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have one thing in common: empowerment. All of these SEs offer handmade products that 
are made by talented yet impoverished artisans in the developing world. Each founder 
tells a similar story: as a young adult, a recent college graduate traveled to a country in 
the developing world to volunteer, teach, or serve the community there. During their time 
abroad, they saw two things: incredible talent among the impoverished people in the 
community, and a need for help in the impoverished community. Often times, the 
impoverished people had incredible talent, but no means to use it. They could handcraft 
incredible shoes, weave beautiful scarves, or knit intricate sweaters…but had nothing to 
do with them, and no one to sell them to. There was no market for these handcrafted 
products; therefore the artisans could not make ends meet. This disconnect astounded the 
young adult, and inspired them to take action. After seeing this incredible skill, an idea 
was born – fill the gap. Connect the artisans and their remarkable talents to a marketplace 
in the United States. They would create a business that empowers impoverished artisans 
in the developing world, and sell their products in markets where people have the choice 
and the means to buy them. Though each brand is different, offers unique products, and 
has a different story, they are similar in that they fight poverty through empowerment.  
Nisolo  
One of these SEs, Nisolo, offers a quote on their website by ancient philosopher Lao 
Tzu that embodies the underlying theme of all Category 2 SEs: “Go to the people. Live 
with them. Learn from them. Love them. Start with what they know. Build with what 
they have. But with the best leaders, when the work is done, the task accomplished, the 
people will say ‘We have done this ourselves.’” (Nisolo website) 
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In 2006, the same year that TOMS was created by Blake Mycoskie, Patrick 
Woodyard was a sophomore at the University of Mississippi. He studied International 
Business, Economics and Spanish, and had a heart for helping the impoverished. As soon 
as he heard about TOMS, he immediately jumped on the bandwagon, and became a 
dedicated advocate for TOMS Shoes. Patrick began to travel around the world to 
different impoverished countries, and even went on a TOMS shoe drop in Trujillo, Peru – 
when TOMS “shoe givers” actually get to hand out the shoes to impoverished children, 
and see the effects firsthand. But according to Patrick, this experience was less than 
fulfilling. Patrick said the shoe drop in Trujillo was almost awkward – most of the kids 
already had shoes. Though they were somewhat thankful, everyone was left feeling 
confused and awkward. Patrick stated that he left feeling like he and the other shoe givers 
elevated themselves; it was a case of the typical “white knight” giving the impoverished a 
gift (P. Woodyard, personal communication, November 27, 2013).  
After this experience, combined with other experiences Patrick had in similar 
developing countries, he began to question TOMS Shoes and the BOGO (buy one, give 
one) model they used. With the BOGO model, for each pair of shoes a consumer bought, 
TOMS would give a pair to a child in need. While in the impoverished communities he 
visited, Patrick saw past the poverty, and was able to see the talent that exists in the 
developing world. He met people like Rosanna in Paraguay, who handcrafted beautiful 
scarves, yet had trouble making ends meet. He met people like Pablo from Argentina, 
who told him that his “insight” wasn’t always the solution. He met Dan from Uganda, 
who taught him that before offering a blanket solution, or handing out aid, you must 
listen, plan and develop a mutual respect for the impoverished. He met people like 
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Willan, who handcrafted fine, leather shoes, yet couldn’t provide for his family (Nisolo). 
These people and these experiences, Willan in particular, ultimately led Patrick to a new 
idea, something different than TOMS Shoes.  
One morning in Trujillo, Peru, a group of people that worked to empower 
impoverished women were sitting in the kitchen of one such woman. This group, that 
included Patrick Woodyard, worked for a company in Trujillo called Sinergia, focusing 
on the microfinance sector. Sinergia sought to empower these women, and create jobs for 
them so that they would be able to provide for their families. Suddenly, in the middle of 
their discussion, they were interrupted by a loud noise. Curious, they went into the next 
room, surprised to find her husband hand-crafting a high-quality men’s leather shoe. 
Despite the finesse and quality of the shoe, the man, Willan, and his wife, could not make 
ends meet. They were intrigued by this situation, and did research only to find out that 
this was not a unique situation in Trujillo. Come to find out, another 3,000 families are in 
this same predicament: they are capable of handcrafting fine leather shoes, but suffer 
from lack of opportunity, capital, and know-how to move products to a larger-scaled 
market (Nisolo). This problem inspired Patrick, and from this day forward, a business 
was born: Nisolo.  
Nisolo is a socially conscious shoe brand that empowers artisans in Peru through 
direct trade to make handmade leather shoes. Beforehand, the shoemakers were capable 
of producing a remarkable good, but had no marketplace to sell the good. Essentially, 
Nisolo connects these artisans with a marketplace. In his own words, Woodyard 
described Nisolo: “Nisolo uses direct trade to empower impoverished artisans through 
job creation and access to established markets. A hand up out of poverty is always better 
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than a handout!” (P. Woodyard, personal communication, November 27, 2013). The key 
idea behind the Nisolo business model is empowerment through job creation and income 
generation. Nisolo intends to be a “vehicle of opportunity.” They strive to enable the 
potential and passion amongst these impoverished Peruvians, and help them create a 
better life not only for themselves, but for their family, their community, and the entire 
world. “As we grow, they will grow. As they grow, their communities will grow. As 
these communities grow, our world will change for the good.” Based on their numbers, it 
is clear that Nisolo has had success on both the United States and Peruvian front. In Peru, 
artisans now have consistent employment, an average income increase of 300% per 
artisan, improved living conditions, and access to education for the first time.  
31 Bits 
Kallie Dovel, Alli Swanson, Anna Toy, Brooke Hodges, and Jessie Simonson 
were five college girls that were simply trying to graduate and figure out what would 
come next in their lives. In the process of applying for jobs and grad schools, the girls 
were stopped in their tracks, when Kallie went on a life-changing trip to Uganda. While 
in Uganda, Kallie was exposed to a whole new world, a new perspective that changed her 
path for the future. She met women her own age that came from impoverished families 
with nothing. On top of that, these families had just come out of a war. Some of these 
women were even single moms. But despite their background, their lack of education, 
and their lack of wealth, these women had an incredible skill. They showed Kallie the 
jewelry that they made from old posters, and once Kallie saw it, she knew her friends 
back home would fall in love with the jewelry. Not only was the jewelry beautiful and 
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skillfully handcrafted, but it had a wonderful story behind it. She brought some pieces of 
the jewelry home to show her friends, and she was right…they loved it (31 Bits). 
Similar to Patrick’s idea, the girls saw this skill and what the women in Uganda 
could produce, and knew that people would love and wear the jewelry. So they decided 
they could connect the two, and provide the women with a marketplace: their own 
friends. Once summer rolled around, some of the girls went back to Uganda to build their 
business. They originally chose six women to work with, and sat with them day after day 
to refine their craft and listen to their stories. Kallie stayed in Uganda to work out the 
logistics of the business and continued to help the women. Back home, the other four 
girls finished their last year of college, but instead of looking to the future, they had a 
new agenda: sell all the jewelry they could. Along the way, the girls realized it was quite 
an undertaking. They did not study business or economics, therefore they did not know 
right away how to run a business. It was a learning process for them, as well as the 
women in Uganda. The girls also realized that the women in Uganda needed much more 
than just a job – they needed an education, health care, and emotional care. The five girls 
in the United States wanted to help the six girls in Uganda get back on their feet (31 
Bits).  
Five years later, 31 Bits has come a long way. They have made progress on the 
United States front, meaning much has happened on the Uganda front. In the United 
States, 31 Bits pieces are sold in over 300 stores across the country. In Uganda, they have 
implemented a five-year development for the women artisans. In this program, women 
receive health education, finance training, counseling, and business training. After a 
woman finished the five year program, she graduates, and has a substantial background. 
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31 Bits originally started with six women…now the program has grown to include 120 
women, changing each and every life along the way. On their website, the 31 Bits 
founders have a quote that embodies the true ideals of ethical consumerism: “We’ve 
learned that as consumers, every purchase we make has either a negative impact or a 
positive impact in the world. That’s why we’ve taken a simple product like jewelry and 
made it a vehicle for doing something GOOD. Our customers are changing people’s lives 
through their purchases. 31 Bits is part of a movement revolutionizing the way people do 
business. We believe businesses should be conscious of both the creator and the 
consumer. Through holistic care and YOUR purchase, women are being empowered to 
rise above poverty.” (31 Bits website) 
FashionABLE 
Similar to Patrick and Kallie, Barrett Ward traveled to Ethiopia, where he lived 
for a year. During this year, Barrett became involved with a group called Women At 
Risk, an organization that partnered with women who had been exploited in the sex 
industry (FashionABLE). He grew to know these women and see their capabilities. Along 
the way, he learned that one huge aspect of keeping women off of the streets and out of 
the sex industry was employment. Barrett sought to provide that employment to these 
women…which is where FashionABLE comes into the story.  
FashionABLE sells handmade scarves, leather accessories, and jewelry 
throughout the United States. Their goal is to provide opportunity and employment to 
women who could, if not employed, be exploited into the sex industry. They desire to 
fight poverty through job creation, not charity and handouts, so that the women can stand 
on their own two feet. FashionABLE partners with Women At Risk, the program that 
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Barrett was introduced to in his first trip to Ethiopia, to accomplish their goal 
(FashionABLE). Both organizations realize that often times, in desperate situations, 
impoverished women resort to prostitution in order to support their children or 
themselves. The two organizations also realize that this can be stopped. FashionABLE 
and Women at Risk provide these vulnerable women with not only a job, but counseling 
and help. The scarves that these women produce through their jobs at FashionABLE save 
them from poverty and prostitution, and allow them to stand on their own two feet and 
make ends meet. Today, the FashionABLE artisans are able to provide for their families, 
send their daughters to school, achieve their dreams, contribute to their community, save 
for their future, and overall, be independent…unlike before.  
Krochet Kids International 
Krochet Kids International is a similar business that began using hats as a vehicle 
of empowerment and opportunity. Kohl Crecelius, Travis Hartanov, and Stewart Ramsey 
were just three high school students that shared an unusual hobby for teenage boys: 
crocheting. The boys were snow sport fanatics, so they began to crochet their own 
headwear. Soon, the hats caught their friends’ attention, and the boys started selling them 
to make a profit. A local newspaper first nicknamed the boys as the “Krochet Kids,” and 
that title stuck. But the boys were soon halted by the separation of college, and new 
priorities took the place of crocheting. Each of the boys traveled to several developing 
countries, and learned just how blessed they had been as children. A desire was planted 
within them, and they took action. Just like Patrick, Kallie, and Barret, Stewart visited a 
government camp in Uganda, where people lived and were totally dependent on the 
government for everything, but had the desire to survive on their own. Suddenly it all 
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made sense: they would teach their high school hobby, crocheting, to these impoverished 
people to give them jobs and empower them (Krochet Kids). Not much later they taught 
their first group of women how to crochet, and everything fell into place in front of their 
eyes. The women picked up the habit with ease, and Krochet Kids International was born.  
Krochet Kids International has a mission that is clearly working. Their impact in 
Peru and Uganda is obvious through the numbers. Artisans’ income has increased to ten 
times larger than before being empowered by Krochet Kids. Their savings levels have 
increased times twenty five. Families are five times more likely to have access to 
healthcare, women are forty percent less likely to be physically abused, and women are 
twenty five percent more likely to participate in major family decisions, and children are 
twenty five times more likely to attend high school. The numbers are clear, and the 
impact is positive.  
Sseko Designs 
Sseko Designs was founded by a woman named Liz Forkin Bohannon, who 
shared a similar passion and mindset as all of the other founders. With a degree in 
journalism and communications, Liz set out for Uganda to work with a youth 
development-organization with communications, donor relations, and the quarterly 
newsletter. But that plan changed when she got to Uganda. Liz came across a community 
called Cornerstone, where she met a group of young women who soon became her 
friends. Liz was blown away by the dedication and determination of these young women, 
to learn and to lead their countries. She was also blown away by the struggles that these 
women faced in finding consistent work. The school systems in Uganda are designed 
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with a nine month break after secondary school a before university, that allows students 
to work and save money for tuition (Sseko Designs). Despite this opportunity, women 
struggle to find work in an impoverished and male-dominated community.  
This is where Sseko comes in: Sseko Design hires these women during that nine 
month gap so that they can make and save money for university tuition. Sseko’s goal is to 
enable and empower these motivated women to work temporarily in order to provide 
them with money for tuition, then go on to university so that they can reach their full 
potential. But this goal works in two ways: it not only empowers these women, it also 
contributes to the economic development of Uganda, by selling locally-made sandals. “I 
love to dream about the future of these women. About the change they will bring and the 
love they will give. But I love dreaming about the here, as well. About building a 
community of people right here, who love everything. Who see shoes as something more 
than a lifeless product on a shelf. Who see the lives and the dreams of the hands who 
made them.” (Sseko Designs) 
Sseko Designs has had much success through the past six years. From 2009 until 
now, they have grown from three to forty seven employees in Uganda. Forty-two women 
have been able to attend college because of Sseko Designs. They have built a new 
workshop in Uganda that is five times bigger than their last workshop, allowing for more 
workers and more production. Sseko Designs has grown to include three partners in East 
Africa. They have gone from producing only one sandal, to now hosting a five-product 
line. They now have 350 retailers around the world (Sseko Designs). Clearly, Sseko 
Designs has grown in both the United States and abroad, impacting artisans in the 
developing world, and helping them achieve success.  
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 Each of these businesses, Nisolo, 31 Bits, FashionABLE, Krochet Kids 
International and Sseko Design are more than just businesses, they are storytellers. Each 
pair of shoes, each wallet, or each hat tells a story of empowerment. Behind these 
products is a person, and that person is proof that poverty can be defeated. These 
products – whether it is a handcrafted leather bag, a pair of sandals, or a necklace made 
from recycled posters – are vehicles of opportunity for impoverished people. Each 
founder of Category 2 SEs saw potential in the developing world, but the lack of access 
they had to a thriving marketplace. The founders knew the skill and ability they had, yet 
realized that they could not make ends meet. This disconnect planted a seed in Patrick, 
Kallie, Barrett, Stewart, Kohl, Travis and Liz. It gave birth to an idea – a business – that 
could help fight poverty through empowerment.  
Methodology 
These six SEs – Nisolo, 31 Bits, FashionABLE, Krochet Kids International and Sseko 
Design – are SEs that embody the ideals of what I have identified as Category 2 SEs. 
These are the businesses that empower impoverished artisans in developing countries. 
They are “shopping-for-a-cause” SEs. My goal for this project is to identify the ethical 
consumer in each category. In order to pinpoint the consumer that is likely to buy a 
product from a Category 2 brand, I have researched the SEs’ social media outlets and 
captured images that they use as advertising tools. My images for these SEs come from 
Instagram, so I have documented the picture and caption, and compiled them into a 
spreadsheet. In the spreadsheet, I documented general information: image, caption, brand, 
language, hashtags. But to really capture the essence of the photo, I identified reoccurring 
themes that stood out in all of the images from all of the SEs. During my research and 
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compilation of pictures, I let the images speak to me, and through an inductive content 
analysis approach, I identified eight themes that reappeared in different SEs. I have 
labeled these themes, and included subthemes as well, to specify what exactly the themes 
include. 
The eight themes include Nature, Artisans, Journey, Relationships, Simplicity, 
Inspiration, Beauty, and Color. Again, each theme has several subthemes. Nature 
includes “green,” “snow,” “mountains,” “animals,” and “water.” The Artisans subthemes 
are “in photo,” “in caption,” and words that are similar to “unique,” “one of a kind,” or 
“handmade.” Journey includes “travel,” “exploration,” “path,” “destination,” and 
“wander.” The Relationships theme includes “giving,” “him/her,” “love,” “family,” 
“community,” and “friendship.” Simplicity involves images that are black and white, 
“simple” or have the words “peace and quiet,” or words associated with that sentiment. 
Inspiration includes “imagination,” “inspire,” or “dreams.” Beauty involves several 
words, including “style,” “elegance,” “design,” “fashion,” or “chic.” 
 
Nature 
 The Nature theme was quite consistent throughout all the images from Category 2 
SEs. As previously stated, the subthemes are “green,” “snow,” “mountains,” “animals,” 
and “water.” These subthemes made it simpler to identify an image with the Nature 
theme present. For example, an image with any plant, flower, tree, bush, or grass would 
be classified as Nature under the subtheme “green.” Additionally, if the photo took place 
in a forest or jungle, I classified it as “green.” Likewise, any image with snow in the 
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background or in the caption would be classified as Nature. Mountain ranges were 
present in images quite often, and these qualify as Nature according to the “mountains” 
subtheme. When any type of animal was present – wild or domestic – it qualified as 
Nature. Lastly, when water was present in the environmental sense, I classified it as 
Nature. This subtheme includes oceans, rivers, seas, lakes, ponds, beaches, and rain. In 
order for “water” to be Nature, it must be related to the environment. For example, the 
following figure from Sseko Designs shows a woman pictured on the beach in front of 
the rolling ocean waves. Because the ocean and sand are present in the image, it is 
classified as Nature.  
 I chose Nature as a theme because it had a strong presence in the images from 
every brand. In fact, every single brand contains multiple images that I have classified 
under the Nature theme. Many images had backdrops of a forest or jungle, alluding to the 
idea of an exotic location. Additionally, many images consisted of the product the brand 
was advertising with a tree, bush, or flowers. Another reoccurring backdrop was 
mountains or cliffs, with a model wearing the product situated in the forefront of the 
Figure 13 
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image. Lastly, bodies of water seemed to be a popular backdrop as well. Scenic beaches 
or rivers were picturesque backgrounds to advertise different products.  
 In my opinion, the Nature theme represents the SEs’ concern for the environment. 
Each image artfully displays the SEs’ product alongside an exotic destination with scenic 
mountain ranges or beautiful beaches. Displaying these environments implicitly suggests 
that the SEs care for the environment. The SEs produce their products in ways that do not 
harm the environment, and take care to protect it rather than hurt it.  
Artisans 
The Artisans theme is rather self-explanatory. The subthemes of Artisans 
include“in photo,” “in caption,” and words like “unique,” “one of a kind,” “handcrafted,” 
or “handmade.” The first two denote whether the artisans are pictured in the image, or if 
they are mentioned in the caption. The next words allude to the idea that each product 
was uniquely handcrafted by a specific individual. This theme was present in every brand 
in multiple images, because the Artisans theme is a very important aspect of Category 2 
SEs. Figure 14 from 31 Bits refers to the artisans in the image’s caption: “Drifting 
imagination paved a surprising path for the @31bits Spring 2015 Collection. We worked 
with the 31 Bits artisans to create new techniques for stringing paper beads into woven 
Figure 14 
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patterns. We combined colors of brick red, charcoal, bright yellow, and speckled gold. 
This collection is exotic, warm, and bright. And it’s available now! // shop the link in 
profile #31bits #howitsmadematters” Because it discusses working hand in hand with the 
artisans, and uses the hashtag #howitsmadematters, it is classified as Artisans.  
 Artisans are extremely important to these SEs, because artisans are the heart of 
the business. The sole purpose of Category 2 SEs is to empower artisans, bring them out 
of poverty, and create a sustainable environment for them to live in. For this reason, 
transparency is important. Through being transparent and including artisans in their 
images and captions, the SEs are displaying where the products come from, and who 
makes the products. Additionally, it establishes a personal connection with the consumer, 
so that the consumer can see an idealized version of who they would actually be helping 
if they bought a product. Category 2 SEs proudly display the skillful artisans, and 
celebrate where their products come from.  
Journey 
Journey includes the subthemes “travel,” “exploration,” “path,” “destination,” and 
“wander.” Many SEs included foreign destinations or travel ideas, suggesting the idea of 
a journey. Frequently, captions referenced a certain destination, or referred to a weekend 
trip. Some images displayed a road as a backdrop, referring to a journey. Captions that 
qualified as Journey included phrases like, “The road less traveled,” “Here’s to 
spontaneous exploration in 2015,” “Drifting imagination paved a surprising path,” or 
“Stay warm, but don’t stay home.” For example, in Nisolo’s Figure 15, the caption states: 
“Here’s to spontaneous exploration in 2015. Photo by @annaliantes #regram.” Because it 
refers to a “spontaneous exploration,” it qualifies as a Journey-themed image.  
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 This idea of journey refers to a certain type of ethical consumer. The ethical 
consumer that it refers to is a person who travels around the world, and does not have 
boundaries. It alludes to the idea of a “global citizen” – a citizen that recognizes other 
cultures and has the desire to explore other destinations, whether that means international 
destinations or destinations in their own country. This ethical consumer is adventurous, 
often spontaneous. They constantly desire to learn more about the world around them, 
and their thirst for knowledge is unquenched. Comfort zones do not exist for this ethical 
consumer – they long to explore, learn, and discover. This ethical consumer travels to see 
the world, and to learn about others.  
Relationships 
 The Relationships theme includes “giving,” “him/her,” “love,” “family,” 
“community,” and “friendship.” In general, there are three different types of images: 
images with no people, images with one person, and images with two or more people. 
Each type of image, even those with no people, can be Relationship themed, because of 
the caption. For example, Figure 16 from FashionABLE displays a passport wallet that is 
Figure 15 
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to be given as a gift, with a caption that reads, “Dad’s been talking about that Europe trip 
he wants to take your mom on for their big anniversary. Get him the Eyerusalem Passport 
Wallet so they can travel in style. // We’re talking about our favorite gifts for everybody 
on your list today on the blog, >> livefashionABLE.com/blog // plus, add $200 of 
products to your cart & instantly save $50 – TODAY ONLY!” This image does not 
contain a person, but still references a relationship, by referring to a father, mother and 
gift. Images that include one person sometimes refer to “gifts” or “giving,” which are 
both subthemes of Relationships. Images that include two people more clearly can be 
qualified as Relationship themed because two people pictured suggests some type of 
relationship, or a sense of community.  
From the Relationships theme, I have determined that SEs with these images also 
refer to a particular type of ethical consumer. Love, friendship, community, and people in 
general are important to this particular ethical consumer. This idea suggests that people 
that buy from Category 2 SEs care for other people aside from themselves, whether that 
Figure 16 
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means they have a family, a significant other, or care about the community. They 
recognize that the world is bigger than just them, and other peoples’ lives matter as well. 
These consumers seek social solidarity.  
Simplicity 
Simplicity is a general theme with images that are black and white, simple, and 
have the words “peace and quiet” (or words associated with that sentiment). The general 
feeling associated with these images is minimalism. The images are often black and 
white, and often do not have much going on in the background. The captions can be 
simple, or the images themselves can be simple. They do not involve mess or confusion, 
and typically have clean, straight lines. An example of a simple caption can be found in 
the following Krochet Kids caption: “Take a moment for some peace and quiet. 
#kkioutside {photo by @braidedbliss}.” This caption includes the words “peace and 
quiet,” encouraging the consumer to step back and enjoy simplicity. An example of an 
image qualified as Simplicity is Figure 17.  The dominant colors in the photo are black 
and white, and it includes a simple white backdrop. The model is wearing a simple white 
top and black pants, and carrying a black leather clutch. There is not mess, confusion, or 
Figure 17 
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complication in the image. It is minimalist, straightforward, and simple. 
Inspiration 
 Inspiration was a common theme throughout many images. The subthemes for 
Inspiration include “imagination,” “inspire,” or “dreams.” Additionally, sometimes 
images would have captions with quotes or messages that serve as inspiration. The 
general sentiment of these images and captions often included a dream of another place 
or time. For example, a FashionABLE caption reads, “How are you spending this sunny 
Saturday? It has us dreaming of shorts & springtime!” The key word is “dreaming.”  
 Inspiration is an important theme in these images, because it directly relates to 
ethical consumerism. These SEs hope to inspire consumers; they market themselves as 
SEs that will change the world, and inspire others to do so through their purchases. By 
including key terms like “imagine” or “dream” they are creating an opportunity for 
consumers to see the world how they want to see it. This theme clearly serves to inspire 
the ethical consumers to picture a better world.  
Beauty 
 Beauty contains several different subthemes, including “style,” “elegance,” 
“design,” “fashion,” or “chic.” It is a rather broad theme, which is why there are several 
subthemes associated with beauty. I have also included a few other words that are 
synonyms for the subthemes, but not necessarily the exact same. For example, “stunning” 
and “gorgeous” appear in a few captions. It is easy to determine a Beauty themed image 
when the subtheme word is present in the caption. An example of a Beauty themed image 
with a subtheme in the caption from a Sseko Design image: “The gorgeous black suede 
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bucket bag is now on SALE! {& ships free today!} #ssekoholiday #giftsforher.” Since it 
contains the word “gorgeous,” it is associated with the theme Beauty. 
When the word is not present in the caption, it is not as clear cut. In these cases, it 
depends on whether or not the image gives off the sentiment of beauty. For this reason, I 
set specific guidelines to help me determine whether the images could be classified under 
this theme, because no SEs would include images that cannot somehow be classified as 
beautiful. All SEs tend to put their best images on display as advertisements, therefore no 
images would be classified as not beautiful. For the purpose of identifying Beauty images 
without having a subtheme in the caption, I included images that had a model whose face 
was captured in the image. Many images contained models without their faces showing, 
but Figure 18, which shows the models’ face, would be more likely to be classified as 
“beautiful” or “stunning” since it includes her face.    
Beauty is an important theme, because when SEs use beauty to appeal to appeal to 
consumers, they are trying to appeal to a certain type of consumers. When using beauty 
as an advertising tactic, it implies a certain level of affluence. Not everyone has the 
Figure 18 
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option to purchase products that enhance or increase beauty; that is achieved once a 
consumer passes a level of affluence. Thus, ethical consumers must be of a certain class 
in order to buy these products. Ethical consumerism requires a certain level of affluence 
in order to purchase ethically produced products from social enterprises.  
Findings 
To classify an image as one of the themes, the theme or subtheme was present in 
either the image or the caption. At times, the themes were obvious. Other times, they 
were subtle. If a specific word appeared that related to the theme, it was an obvious 
giveaway. For example, the caption for Figure 19 from Nisolo reads “Looking forward to 
all the places you’ll go and all the people you’ll meet in this new year. Share your 
Nisolos journey with us #inmynisolos Photo by @clarkbrewer.” Since it includes the 
phrases “places you’ll go” and the word “journey” in the caption, I classified it as a 
Journey theme. In this case, the theme was quite obvious. In other cases, the theme can be 
obvious but rather than the words being obviously present in the caption, I labeled some 
images as a certain theme based on the image itself.  
Figure 19 
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Lastly, I identified some images as certain themes through inductive reasoning. These 
images contained themes that weren’t as obvious. These images or captions had themes 
that were present, but in a subtle way. Most of the time, these images and captions 
alluded to a subtheme or theme without explicitly expressing it. For the first two 
examples, the themes were explicit: a word or image representing a certain theme or 
subtheme was present. For this example, the themes are implicit: a word, image, or 
sentiment alluding to a certain theme or subtheme is present. Using the first Nisolo 
example again, I will present another theme that is implicit, rather than the explicit 
Journey theme. Again, the caption for the image was “Looking forward to all the places 
you’ll go and all the people you’ll meet in this new year. Share your Nisolos journey with 
us #inmynisolos Photo by @clarkbrewer.” The explicit theme, according to the caption, 
is Journey. Additionally, I labeled this image as Relationships as well. The people below 
are eating, conversing, and summarily, relating to each other in the image. Since it 
expresses a sense of community, a subtheme of Relationships, I categorized it under that 
theme. It was not necessarily obvious, but a sentiment that was expressed in many images 
in Category 2 SEs.  
In conclusion, for each image from the six SEs in Category 2, I labeled them with 
certain themes and subthemes in my spreadsheet in order to identify which themes and 
subthemes were more prevalent. By seeing the themes and subthemes that are prevalent 
in Category 2 SEs, I have identified different feelings that these SEs are evoking in their 
images, and ideas that they are portraying to consumers. Below, I will present an image 
from a Category 2 brand that expresses many of the themes and subthemes. These are 
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two examples of images and captions from a Category 2 brand that sums up the majority 
of the images and captions from this category.  
In conclusion, for each image from the six SEs in Category 2, I labeled them with 
certain themes and subthemes in my spreadsheet in order to identify which themes and 
subthemes were more prevalent. By seeing the themes and subthemes that are prevalent 
in Category 2 SEs, I have identified different feelings that these SEs are evoking in their 
images, and ideas that they are portraying to consumers. Below, I will present an image 
from a Category 2 brand that expresses many of the themes and subthemes. These are 
two examples of images and captions from a Category 2 brand that sums up the majority 
of the images and captions from this category.  
First is Figure 20, an image from FashionABLE, the brand that empowers women in 
Ethiopia that have been subjects to the sex industry. The image shows a model standing 
in a forest, surrounded by trees, wearing a FashionABLE scarf. The caption for this 
image reads “#tbt to when @estherhavens went to Ethiopia with us last summer and 
grabbed some amazing iPhone shots of our beautiful friend Z modeling fashionable 
Figure 20 
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scarves in the forest on Entoto Mountain.” 
The themes that are present in this image are Nature, Beauty, Relationships, and 
Journey. First and most obviously is Nature – the model is standing in a forest on Entoto 
Mountain in Ethiopia, according to the caption. This theme is explicitly portrayed in both 
the caption and the image. Next, the Beauty theme is explicit in the caption, and implied 
in the photo, with the model. The caption uses the word “beautiful” to describe the 
model. The Relationships theme is slightly less obvious, but implied through the 
friendship discussed in the caption. The caption says “…our beautiful friend Z” meaning 
there is a friendship between two people, and friendship is a subtheme of Relationships. 
Next, the Journey theme is implied as well in the caption. One of the subthemes of 
Journey is Destination, because arriving at a destination requires a journey. Since this 
photo was taken on Entoto Mountain in Ethiopia, I categorized it as a Destination 
subtheme under Journey.  
 The next example image, Figure 21, is from Krochet Kids International. The 
caption for the image is “Follow the wind, wherever it blows.  #kkioutside {photo by 
@mauriciothomsen}” I classified this image as Journey, Nature, and Simplicity.  
This image displays the Journey theme to me because of the quote in the caption – 
“following” suggests a journey. It can easily be qualified as Nature because of the bright 
blue sky and mountain range scenery. Finally, I identified it as Simplicity because of the 
minimalist features of the image. It is one person not facing the camera, and there is not 
much confusion in the image or the caption.  
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Conclusion 
During my research and compilation of pictures, I noticed that each brand had similar 
images. At times, I would mistake a picture from Nisolo with a picture from Sseko 
Designs…the look they are portraying to consumers is very similar, with like themes and 
messages. In conclusion, I determined that the themes can relate to values. The themes 
that SEs portray in their images are consistent with the values of consumers. Summarily, 
consumers that buy products from these SEs value what each theme embodies.  
Ethical consumers that buy from Category 2 SEs value Nature. They care about the 
environment, and desire to keep our planet healthy. By displaying products with scenic 
backgrounds or beautiful items from nature, SEs are proving that they care for the 
environment, something that consumers appreciate.  
Figure 21 
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Consumers value Artisan, meaning they have a heart for the impoverished, and a 
desire to help others. When artisans are picture in an image, it lets the consumer know 
where the product they are buying is coming from. Not only does this put the consumer at 
ease, but it also celebrates the artisan, by proudly displaying who the brand is 
empowering. Ethical consumers want to see who makes their product, and who they are 
helping.  
Consumers value Journey. The ethical consumer that buys from Category 2 SEs 
appreciates travel. Furthermore, this consumer appreciates exposure to other cultures. 
Wandering, traveling, and undertaking a journey leads to a learning experience – all 
ideals that this ethical consumer has.  
This consumer also values Relationships. Other people are important to consumers in 
this category. Family and community are important to consumers, so SEs display this in 
their images.  
Beauty is important to these consumers. The ethical consumer cares about where their 
product comes from, but they also care about the product in general. These SEs all stress 
that their products are unique and handmade products, all crafted by artisans with 
incredible talent and skill. This assures consumers that they are getting beautifully crafted 
products. SEs display these images with gorgeous backgrounds and stunning models to 
attract consumers.  
Lastly, consumers value Simplicity. In a world full of chaos and confusion, this 
consumer appreciates simplicity and minimalism. Clean cut products with straight lines 
and simple colors attract these consumers, reflecting the simplicity that they desire in life. 
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Most people crave peace and quiet, and these small U.S. social entrepreneurs recognize 
that, so they portray that in their images to attract consumers.  
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Chapter Four 
Shopping for a Local Cause 
Small Latin American Social Entrepreneurs 
The final category of SEs consists of social enterprises in developing Latin 
American countries. These SEs are similar to those in Category 2 – they are “shopping-
for-a-cause” SEs that empower artisans. But there is one notable difference in the two 
categories. Category 2 SEs empower artisans in developing countries and raise them out 
of poverty. Social enterprises in this category (like Nisolo, Krochet Kids, and 31 Bits) 
work with artisans in countries like Peru and Uganda. Category 3 SEs are based in 
countries that are still developing. These social enterprises work with artisans in countries 
like Guatemala, Mexico, and Brazil. Category 3 SEs offer a variety of products, including 
handmade soaps, jewelry, and clothes. Essentially, Category 3 SEs are Category 2 SEs, 
but their business and their cause are both based in Latin American countries.  
 In order to gain a better picture of Category 3 SEs, I will introduce and describe 
each brand that falls under this label. The businesses I will focus on include Fábrica 
Social, Kirah Design, Chamuchic, Brasil Aromáticos, BAOBAB, and Colectivo 1050°. 
Each brand offers different, unique products made in a Latin American country, and has a 
cause that either works with indigenous artisans or fights poverty. They each offer an 
interesting story, and in some way seek to change the world for the better.  
Fábrica Social 
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Like many of the businesses in Category 2, Fábrica Social is a social enterprise 
that hopes to empower indigenous women artisans in Mexico. According to their website, 
through this organization, indigenous women are taught business skills, while 
simultaneously polishing their own design skills, all to create sustainability in their 
community. The women are taught design, organization, administration, and Fair Trade 
so that they can operate and sustain their own businesses. Fábrica Social identifies their 
philosophy in five main values: profitability, respect for creative freedom, Fair Trade, 
innovation and high quality. According to their website, they aim to uphold four values 
through their work: equal opportunity, equity, dignity, and autonomy. Working with 
communities in seven different Mexican states, Fábrica Social empowers 150 women.  
Fábrica Social’s belief is that investing in these women is a three-fold benefit: it will 
preserve the indigenous culture in Mexico, help these women build their own businesses, 
and boost the Mexican economy. (Fábrica Social) 
 High quality design and bright colors are featured in Fábrica Social’s style. The 
artisans offer a modern twist on indigenous styles; they mix contemporary looks while 
preserving their indigenous culture. Their product line includes dresses, skirts, blouses, 
wallets, hair pieces, and other accessories. All of their products are made by women 
specifically for women. On their website, when each product is displayed in the lookbook 
(an online catalog of their products), several pieces of information are listed as well. This 
information not only includes what material the product is made from, but it also includes 
who the product was made by, and what indigenous community they are from. So each 
fashionable piece tells the story of an indigenous community, and the woman that created 
that piece. (Fábrica Social) 
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 Fábrica Social is a social enterprise because it aims to empower women through 
their business. Like many Category 2 SEs, empowerment is an important value with 
Fábrica Social as well. They hope to change the world by creating jobs for women and 
creating sustainability in their communities.  
Chamuchic 
 Chamuchic celebrates indigenous artisans through their sale of handmade 
accessories and household products. Supporting the families of women in different 
communities in Mexico, Chamuchic blends old and new, traditional and modern, while 
offering unique products. The collections are created by indigenous women in San 
Andrés Larráinzar, Zinacantán, and San Juan Chamula. Additionally, Chamuchic sells 
pottery created by artisans in Amatenango del Valle. In total, Chamuchic works with the 
families of sixteen women to develop their trade and create sustainability. (Chamuchic) 
 Chamuchic’s product line includes accessories for men, women, children and 
home. In addition to their accessory line and pottery, they also take special requests for 
custom designs. Each product is handmade and uniquely crafted by one of the women 
artisans. The accessories boast bright, bold colors that reflect the indigenous Mexican 
culture, preserving the past but creating a better future.  
Like Fábrica Social, Chamuchic is another brand that claims to use empowerment as their 
business model. This aspect of their business classifies them as a social enterprise. 
Similar to Fábrica Social, Chamuchic hopes to create jobs for women to support them as 
they rise above poverty.  
Brasil Aromáticos 
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 Inspired by aromatherapy, Brasil Aromáticos offers household products that not 
only keep your household clean, but keep the environment clean as well. Their mission is 
to offer an excellent product that provides pleasurable experiences and increases 
interaction with the human body, other people, and the environment. Their goal is to 
create a positive wellbeing, both visibly and invisibly. Brasil Aromáticos completes their 
mission through their vision, stated on their website: “Estar sempre conectada com as 
pessoas, com o ambiente e com os movimentos atuais, de forma realmente sustentável e 
globalizada. O prazer está nos detalhes, no simples, no contribuir e no compartilhar.”1 
(Brasil Aromáticos) They strive to always be connected with people, the environment, 
and current movements in a sustainable and globalized form.  
Brasil Aromáticos claims to operate under a certain set of standards. They value 
ethical conduct and absolute integrity, and claim to abide by these values. They also 
respect life, people, and the environment. After researching Brasil Aromáticos, I have 
determined that they value certain ideals in their business: quality, reliability, tolerance, 
and innovation. Brasil Aromáticos offers products that reflect Brazilian culture, flavors, 
colors, and smells, all while remaining conscious of social and environmental issues. 
They seek to generate positive impact on the environment, create job opportunities, and 
continue to grow as a business under ethical standards. They are guided by the idea that 
they do not have to be the best in the world, but they seek to create the best for the world. 
(Brasil Aromáticos) 
                                                          
1 “Always be connected with people, the environment, and current movements in a truly sustainable and 
globalized form. The pleasure is in the details, the simple, in contributing and sharing.”  
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Some of the ideals that Brasil Aromáticos advertises do not necessarily relate to 
ethical consumerism in social enterprises, but some do. They market themselves as a 
company that seeks to provide the best to their consumer, and that does not classify a 
business as a social enterprise. The information that classifies Brasil Aromáticos as a 
social enterprise is not quite as clear as other SEs. They claim to operate under ethical 
standards and not harm the environment during their production, but they do not have one 
specific cause like other SEs.  
BAOBAB 
 Baobab Natural claims to be more than just a business. They argue that their 
business is a lifestyle. It is a lifestyle that promotes natural, organic products that are safe 
for your body and for the environment. Ultimately, it is a lifestyle that promotes a natural 
balance between people and the environment. BAOBAB’s website offers the three main 
values behind their business: passion, honesty and conviction in what they produce and 
how they produce it. BAOBAB sells lip balm, bath products and soaps. They use natural 
ingredients that are good for your body and good for the environment, so they claim to 
protect your body and the world we live in. (BAOBAB Natural) 
 BAOBAB not only provides consumers with organic products made with the best 
natural ingredients, they also provide young children with soap and educate them about 
hygiene. Each time a consumer buys a BAOBAB product, that consumer is contributing 
to a child’s health in Guatemala. BAOBAB is founded off of the idea that wellbeing 
should be shared all across the world, and one way to do this is to promote good health. 
For this reason, BAOBAB has created a movement called Happy Hands. Happy Hands 
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educates children on disease prevention, raising their living standards and reducing infant 
mortality. In fact, according to information on BAOBAB’s website, more than two 
million children under five die each year from diarrhea and respiratory infections. Simply 
washing children’s hands frequently with soap and water can reduce this number. That is 
the goal of Happy Hands: to reduce this number of deaths by providing children with 
information about hygiene. The two main objectives of the program include taking soap 
to public schools in rural areas, and promote a change in the habits of people by 
encouraging them to wash their hands before eating and after using the bathroom. 
Through Happy Hands, BAOBAB is promoting a healthier world. (BAOBAB Natural) 
 The main idea behind BAOBAB that qualifies it as a social enterprise and the 
main tactic behind their marketing to ethical consumers is their argument that they use 
natural, organic products that are good not only for our health, but also for the 
environment. They market themselves as a brand that is highly concerned for the 
environment. (BAOBAB Natural) 
Colectivo 1050° 
 Unique, handmade ceramics crafted in Oaxaca, Mexico, by artisans at Colectivo 
1050° keep a centuries-old heritage alive and well. The sale of these products preserves a 
long history and distinct culture. Colectivo 1050° offers high quality products that 
represent a strong aesthetic value, attention to detail, and harmonious production 
processes. The products are made by artisans in Oaxaca, and are lead-free, so that in the 
production, they minimize their environmental impact. (Colectivo 1050°) 
 After researching Colectivo 1050°, I learned that it is the commercial branch of 
Innovando la Tradición, which is a multidisciplinary non-profit and sustainable design 
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project where designers and artists honor the ceramic tradition of Oaxaca. The goal of the 
project is to empower artisans in communities in Oaxaca, keep these communities alive, 
and boost their economy. According to Colectivo 1050°, “When you buy a product from 
1050° you help a centuries-old heritage and its artisans stay alive.” The artisans at 1050° 
come from San Bartolo Coyotepec, a city in Mexico with enigmatic bark clay, San 
Marcos Tlapazola, where women create ceramics with red clay, and Santa Maria 
Atzompa, a community with renowned masters of glazed pottery. (Colectivo 1050° ) 
Ultimately, Colectivo 1050° strives to create sustainability for these communities, and 
preserve their cultural heritage. Once again, Colectivo 1050° is another brand that claims 
to use empowerment as their business model, thus making them a social enterprise. They 
market themselves as a business that cherishes artists, and want to create a sustainable 
market for their products. This aspect of empowerment classifies Colectivo 1050° as a 
social enterprise in Category 3.  
 Though each brand is different, each offers a unique story of culture, heritage and 
tradition. The products sold by each business all serve to make the local community 
better. Either the products boost the economy, preserve the traditional heritage, preserve 
the environment, or improve the health of people in a community. While SEs in Category 
1 used business as a means to promote a cause in the developing world in foreign 
countries, these Category 3 SEs use business to promote a cause in their own community. 
They are each based in Guatemala, Brazil, or regions of Mexico, and that is where they 
focus their cause. Category 3 SEs recognize the need for improvement in their own 
country, and use their business to achieve that improvement.  
Methodology 
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 These five SEs – BAOBAB, Brasil Aromáticos, Chamuchic, Colectivo 1050°, 
and Fábrica Social – are SEs that I have classified as Category 3 SEs. They are all social 
enterprises that started in a Latin American country, and their cause benefits that same 
country in which they are located. Like Category 2 SEs, they are “shopping-for-a-cause” 
businesses that benefit their local community. In order to pinpoint the consumer that is 
likely to buy a product from a Category 3 brand, I have researched the SEs’ social media 
outlets and captured images that they use as advertising tools. I collected 75 images total 
from Instagram and/or Facebook, documented the captions, and compiled them into 
another spreadsheet. Similar to the spreadsheets in Categories 1 and 2, I documented 
general information: image, caption, brand, language, hashtags. But to really capture the 
essence of the photo, I identified reoccurring themes that stood out in all of the images 
from all of the SEs. While I compiled the pictures, I used an inductive approach to 
identify four major themes that reappeared in different SEs. I have labeled these themes, 
and included subthemes as well, to specify what exactly the themes include.  
 The four themes include Nature, Artisans, Feminism and Health. Each theme had 
its own set of subthemes. For Nature, the subthemes were “natural,” “green,” “organic” 
and “environment”. Artisans includes the subthemes “indigenous,” “handmade” and 
“design”. Feminism was rather simple to label, therefore I did not identify subthemes – I 
simply based this theme off of the presence of women in the image or caption, or 
reference to women in the image or caption. Daily Life involved “activities,” “work,” and 
“greetings.” Health includes the subthemes “better health,” “illness” and “wellbeing.”  
 Nature 
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Much like Categories 1 and 2, SEs in Category 3 consistently represent Nature in 
their images. The subthemes – “natural,” “green,” “organic” and “environment” – made it 
easier to identify images that included Nature. Any time an image included something 
natural, like bushes, plants, flowers, trees, or grass it would be classified as Nature under 
the subtheme “green.” Additionally, if the photo took place in a forest or jungle, I 
classified it as “green.” Often, the captions for images in this category would promote 
organic products and natural ingredients. For this reason, I included the subthemes 
“organic” and “natural.” Likewise, many captions referred to the environment and 
protecting the environment with their products, so I included the “environment” as a 
subtheme. Nature is a common theme throughout most SEs. One image from BAOBAB 
is captioned “Lo natural es belleza. #Baobab #Natural #Organic” which translates to 
“Natural is beautiful.” The image below displays a phrase, “You look great.” The words 
in the caption combined with the words in the image promote natural beauty. Another 
image from BAOBAB displays beautiful roses. The caption for this image reads, “Nos 
regalaron estas bellezas hoy! Increible las creaciones de la naturaleza. #baobab #natural 
Figure 22 
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#rosas” which translates to “We were given these beauties today! Amazing creations of 
nature.”  
Lastly, another image from Brasil Aromáticos displays a graphic with a quote 
about rain. The caption says, “E a chuva chegou em São Paulo e veio com força!! Saiba a 
situação dos reservatórios de água em São Paulo” which means “The rain came in São 
Paulo and it came with force! Learn the situations of the water reserves in São Paulo.” 
The graphic displayed in the image, translated from Portuguese, says “On rainy days, 
there is nothing better than the calm sound of raindrops hitting the window. It cleans the 
soul and renews energy.” Since the graphic and its caption discuss rain, I classified it as 
nature.  
All of these images, and more from Category 3 SEs, involve Nature in some way. 
Category 3 SEs utilize this theme in many of their images because many of the SEs 
promote the natural environment. They promote the preservation of nature, and a 
harmonious relationship between people and the environment. By displaying the natural 
environment and many images, SEs communicate this to consumers who value the same 
Figure 23 
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ideals. Category 3 SEs use Nature as a theme in their images to appeal to consumers who 
value a harmonious relationship between people and the environment, much like SEs in 
Categories 1 and 2.  
Artisans 
 The theme Artisans refers to the presence of artisans in the image or the image’s 
caption. Additionally, Artisans can include words like “handmade,” “unique,” or “one-of-
a-kind.” These words allude to the idea that each product was uniquely handcrafted by a 
specific individual. This theme was present in many SEs in multiple images, because the 
Artisans theme is a very important aspect of Category 3 SEs. 
Fábrica Social has many examples of Artisan-themed images. Artisans are 
pictured in many of the SEs’ images, and they are often referred to in the captions. The 
image is captioned “Sara y su diseno para #fabricasocial, #disenomexicano, 
#modamexicana, #textiltradicional, #mujeresartesanas, #hechoenmexico, 
#viernestradicional” which in English is translated to “Sara and her design for 
#fabricasocial #mexicandesign #mexicanstyle #traditionaltextile #womenartisans 
#madeinmexico #traditionalfriday.” The hashtags in this caption clearly celebrate 
Mexican women artisans, like the brand in general.  
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Another image from Colectivo 1050° artfully displays ceramics in their product 
line. The caption reads “Algunos de nuestros platitos en el delicioso Restaurante 
Cabuche. Hechos por Rufina Ruiz López, y esmaltados por el maestro Juan Ruiz Zárate. 
¡Así sí se puede comer bien!” Translated, that means “Some of our saucers in the 
delicious Restaurante Cabuche. Made by Rufina Ruiz López, and glazed by the master 
Juan Ruiz Zárate. So yes, you can eat well!” Since the caption directly mentions who the 
plates are made by, Colectivo 1050° is being transparent. They are promoting and 
celebrating their artisans. Figure 23 from Chamuchic directly expresses this value: “¡Hoy 
es viernes de amar a México! En Chamuchic seguimos celebrando la belleza y la 
dignidad de las artesanas de Los Altos de Chiapas.” The caption translates to “Today is 
Friday of love in Mexico! At Chamuchic, we continue to celebrate the beauty and dignity 
of the artisans of Los Altos de Chiapas.”  
Figure 23 
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By picturing the artisans in the image or referring to them in the captions, 
Category 3 SEs are not only being transparent with where the products come from, but 
furthermore they are celebrating where they come from. Category 3 SEs are proud of 
where their products are made and who makes them. Much like Category 2 SEs, these 
SEs proudly display the skillful artisans, and celebrate where their products come from.  
Feminism 
 Like Artisans, Feminism as a theme was relatively easy to identify. I based this 
theme off of the presence of women in the image or caption, or reference to women in the 
image or caption. Many SEs in Category 3 promote women artisans, like Fábrica Social 
and Chamuchic, or gender equality, like Brasil Aromáticos. Many SEs in Category 3 
offer examples of Women-themed images. 
Figure 23 above from Chamuchic can also be classified as Feminism as well. 
Since it refers to the artisans in the caption, and the women artisans are pictured in the 
image, it not only celebrates artisans, but more specifically women artisans.  Another 
image, Figure 24 from Brasil Aromáticos, is captioned “Feliz dia Internacional da 
Mulher! Somente para mulheres M.A.R.A.V.I.L.H.O.S.A.S! Mês de Março - Mês da 
Figure 24 
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Mulher.” In English, that reads “Happy International Woman’s Day! Only for 
M.A.R.A.V.I.L.H.O.S.A.S women. Month of March – Month of Women.” 
This theme is important, because many of the SEs empower women artisans to 
preserve their traditional culture. By picturing women in their advertisements, Category 3 
SEs are promoting not only women artisans, but women in general. Ultimately, these SEs 
value gender equality. By advertising this, they are attracting consumers that value 
gender equality as well.  
Health 
 Many SEs in Category 3 promote health through their advertisements, and include 
Health-themed images. The subthemes for Health include “better health,” “illness” and 
“wellbeing.” In this theme, SEs promote improving one’s health, while simultaneously 
improving the health of the environment. Businesses use healthy ingredients in their 
products, and give tips on how to stay healthy. Additionally, businesses use ingredients 
that are healthy for our bodies and our environment.  
BAOBAB presents one example of a Health-themed image, Figure 25. The 
caption for the image below reads “REUSA. Por un ambiente mas limpio y duradero 
aportemos reusando  de forma creativa lo que ya no nos sirve. Aqui unos retazos de tela y 
bastidores convertidos en cuadros. #Baobab” which translates to “REUSE. For a cleaner 
and sustainable environment, we creatively contribute to reusing what we no longer need. 
Here are a few scraps of fabric and wooden racks recreated into pictures.” This idea of 
health refers to the health of the environment. 
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Additionally, SEs can use the Health theme to refer to the health of people. An 
example of a Health-themed image in this context comes from a different BAOBAB 
image. The caption for this image is “¿Sabías que lavarse las manos adecuadamente es la 
primera línea de defensa frente a la propagación de muchas enfermedades? Muchas de 
estas enfermedades, que en algunos casos llegan a ser letales, pueden ser evitadas con el 
simple acto de lavarse las manos. #Baobab #ManosFelices.” In English, this means “Did 
you know that proper hand-washing is the first line of defense against the spread of many 
diseases? Many illnesses, lethal in some cases, can be avoided by the simple act of 
Figure 25 
Figure 26 
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washing hands.” The image itself shows the hands of Guatemalan children washing their 
hands.   
Health is an important theme in Category 3 SEs, because these SEs encourage 
good health among people and a healthy environment. This theme relates to Nature, 
because it too promotes a harmonious relationship between the environment and people. 
By advertising good health, Category 3 SEs are attracting consumers that value good 
health and good wellbeing.  
Conclusion 
 One main point I gathered from Category 3 SEs is that there fewer themes, 
meaning more consistency between the themes. Since there are fewer themes (Nature, 
Artisans, Women and Health), these themes were more present across the different SEs. 
Like Category 2 SEs, I have drawn the conclusion that SEs portray these themes in their 
images, because these are values of the consumer. In order to appeal to a certain type of 
consumer, Category 3 SEs use Nature, Artisans, Women and Health to draw them in. 
These are not only the values of the businesses, but they are values of the consumer as 
well. Keeping in mind that these SEs are Latin American businesses, this means that the 
consumers are likely Latin American. Therefore, the Latin American ethical consumer 
values nature, artisans, women and health.  
 Consumers of Category 3 SEs value Nature. They strive to maintain a harmonious 
balance between people and nature. These consumers desire a healthy planet and 
environment, and they want to buy from businesses that keep the planet healthy. By 
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promoting nature, natural products, and a positive relationship between the earth and the 
people that live on it, Category 3 SEs are attracting consumers that value the earth. 
 Consumers in Category 3 SEs value Artisans and transparency. Like Category 2 
consumers, Category 3 consumers want to know where their products came from, who 
made them, and in what circumstances. Most often, Category 3 SEs empower indigenous 
artisans. Ethical consumers of Category 3 SEs desire to keep these indigenous 
communities alive. Because these are Latin American consumers, they cherish these 
traditions and heritages, so they want to preserve the communities.  
 Ethical consumers value women and gender equality. Many of the artisans of 
Category 3 SEs are women in indigenous communities. The ethical consumer recognizes 
the need for gender equality, and wants to make a difference. This ethical consumer 
places high value on empowering women.  
 Lastly, the ethical consumer in Latin America values health. They recognize the 
need for better health in their communities, and see that they can change that. Both a 
healthy environment and a healthy body are important to ethical consumers. By 
purchasing products from Category 3 SEs, the ethical consumer can improve their own 
health, the health of others, and the health of the environment.  
 According to my research presented in my Literature Review, scholars argue that 
ethical consumerism cannot exist in societies that are not postmaterialist. Countries must 
be wealthy for ethical consumerism to take place. For ethical consumerism to exist, 
consumers must be well-off, and have the option to choose a brand that is a social 
enterprise that may be slightly more expensive than a regular brand. My research of 
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Category 3 SEs supports this argument. I had much difficulty finding social enterprises in 
Latin America, and I believe it is because it is composed of developing countries that are 
on the edge of postmaterialism. These countries are in fact advancing, but they are not 
fully postmaterialist yet. Because of this, there are not as many social enterprises. The 
few that I have found are among the SEs that are paving the way for more social 
enterprises to emerge.  
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion  
When I began this project, I set out to identify the ethical consumer in two 
settings: Latin America and the United States. Based on the literature, I understood that 
culture influences beliefs, and beliefs influence behavior. Therefore, I wanted to 
determine if consumers in different settings would consume differently in terms of ethics. 
Through my research and throughout this project, I have found that consumers in 
different settings do in fact consume differently based on their values.   
 I first attempted to fully understand ethical consumerism, what it is, and where it 
comes from. Examining the scholarship, I learned that ethical consumerism is buying 
products based not only on the quality of the product, but also upon the quality of the 
circumstances in which the product was made. Put simply, it is “shopping for a cause.” 
Additionally, I learned that the root of ethical consumerism is postmodernity. According 
to this scholarship, for ethical consumerism to exist, a society must have developed past 
modernity to a level of high consumerism called postmaterialism. Consumers in this 
context sometimes focus on where products come from – traditionally, this means the 
advanced wealthy nations like the United States. My own research challenged this 
scholarship, because I found ethical consumerism in developing countries in Latin 
America. This could mean that Latin America is becoming postmaterialist, or it could 
mean that ethical consumerism can exist in less developed contexts as well.  
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Next, after gaining an understanding of ethical consumerism, I set out to identify 
the ethical consumer in a developed society and in a developing society in order to 
determine if there was a difference. This question posed a challenge, because I intended 
on researching consumers. Because of the difficulties that this presented – including 
finding a survey as well as finding a survey base – I chose to examine social enterprises 
instead. Social enterprises are businesses that claim to operate under ethical standards. By 
identifying the consumers they are targeting in their ads, I could indirectly observe the 
ethical consumer.  
I identified three different categories of SEs and identified the consumer for each 
category, which I presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. I have come to the conclusion that 
there are differences in the consumers of each category. I identified the consumer by 
identifying different social enterprises in the United States and Latin America to 
determine to whom they marketed their products. I gathered images from their social 
media outlets, and analyzed how they marketed to consumers, so that I could determine 
who the typical consumer is that these companies are targeting.  
From my research, I have identified the typical consumer for each category. 
Consumers of Category 1 SEs, large U.S. businesses that employ “guilt free shopping” 
are slightly older than Category 2 consumers. Since these businesses sell products that are 
different than Category 1 SEs, their marketing techniques differ slightly. The typical 
Category 1 consumer is generally wealthy, since these products tend to be relatively 
expensive as well. This consumer is typically a mother, or some member of a family. 
These consumers do not necessarily want to change the world; they simply want to avoid 
harm. They are the “soccer moms” in society: middle-aged mothers that want the best 
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products for their families, and shop responsibly. I concluded that, based on the 
definitions of ethical consumerism I gathered, consumers in this category are not true 
ethical consumers. A true ethical consumer shops for a cause, while this consumer just 
avoids negative consequences. It is “guilt free shopping,” not “shopping for a cause.”  
Category 2 SEs, small U.S. social entrepreneurs that empower artisans in 
developing countries, typically market to younger individuals that care about the world 
around them. Because products in this category are relatively expensive, consumers in 
this category must be more affluent. These consumers travel the world, and view the 
world without borders. They may identify with nature and place a high value on our 
environment. Ultimately, these consumers recognize that they are global citizens: they 
are part of an interconnected world without borders, and since they tend to be wealthy, 
they enjoy exploring the world. In sum, these consumers recognize the opportunity to 
change the world through consumption. They are the “hipsters” in society: young, outside 
the mainstream, and unique.  
Category 3 SEs, small international brands, have a different consumer. Since these 
brands are international, their consumers are international. The typical consumer in this 
category may live in a country that has impoverished areas, recognizing the need to 
develop these areas to better their country. They see consumerism as an opportunity to 
help people in their own community. In fact, these consumers place a high value on 
community and tradition. They use consumerism as a manner of preserving indigenous 
communities, tradition, culture and heritage. They seek to maintain their heritage by 
empowering artisans in developing communities or dying cultures.  
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One of my main goals for this project was to compare and contrast the ethical 
consumer in the United States, a developed setting, with the ethical consumerism in Latin 
America, a developing setting. I found that there were differences in consumers in each 
setting, although ethical consumerism exists in both places. Ethical consumerism in each 
setting targets consumers that seek to shop for a cause – but the central difference 
between the American ethical consumer and the Latin American ethical consumer is 
where that cause is located, and this is based on cultural values.  
 Ethical consumers in the United States shop for a global cause. Like I mentioned 
previously, American ethical consumers recognize that they are global citizens in an 
increasingly interconnected world. For this reason, they travel the world, explore new 
situations and live without borders. Additionally, because of this they recognize the need 
of others on a global spectrum. American ethical consumers desire to shop for a global 
cause, and help those in need in other countries. 
Ethical consumers in Latin America shop for a local cause. These consumers are 
proud of their heritage and culture, and seek to preserve their traditions. They view 
consumerism as a way to keep their heritage alive. They value indigeneity and are proud 
of their roots. Latin American ethical consumers focus their cause inward, because of 
their beliefs. They value heritage, culture, indigeneity and community, and to them, 
ethical consumerism means shopping local.  
In conclusion, I have found that each setting, the United States and Latin America, 
do in fact have different values, therefore there is a difference in the ethical consumer in 
each place. The American ethical consumer values their global citizenship, while the 
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Latin American consumer values their own culture. This difference in values results in a 
different ethical consumer.  
  Like I previously mentioned, I set out to identify the ethical consumer in different 
settings. Upon doing so, I found something that challenged information from other 
scholars. The fact that there is ethical consumerism present in Latin America means that 
these countries could be on the verge of postmaterialism. Most all of the scholars that I 
studied argue that a country must be developed, modern and postmaterialist in order for 
ethical consumerism to exist. Since I found ethical consumerism in Latin America, 
composed of societies that are still considered to be developing, this could mean two 
things. Either postmaterialism does not have to be present for ethical consumerism to 
exist, or postmaterialism is present in Latin America. It may be fresh, still growing, and 
different than ethical consumerism in the United States, but there is evidence of ethical 
consumerism in Latin America. The social enterprises are evidence that ethical 
consumerism does exist. 
 This new presence of postmaterialism offers a new opportunity for social 
enterprises to market to their consumers. Social enterprises in Latin America, and in 
newly postmaterialist societies in general, should promote their own values, values of 
consumers, quality of their product and uniqueness of their product through their 
marketing material. This will appeal to consumers in postmaterialist societies because 
they care about the quality of the product and the quality of the circumstances in which 
the product was produced. The main difference America begins with who the social 
enterprises seek to empower. In the United States, the ethical consumer recognizes the 
needs of those in developing countries, and consumes from SEs that empower others in 
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those countries. In Latin America, the ethical consumer recognizes the needs of those in 
their own communities, and consumes from SEs that empower people in these local 
communities. Since the United States is a developed country, U.S. consumers can help 
others in countries that are less developed. Since Latin America is still in the process of 
developing, they still need help in their own communities, and use business as a means to 
help.  
My research is mainly from the perspective of the social enterprises, but it would 
be interesting to study how the consumers receive the advertisements. Future researchers 
may be interested in looking more at the social media accounts, and focusing on how 
many followers each SE has, how many Instagram “likes” each picture gets, what themes 
tend to get more “likes,” and more. Additionally, it would be interesting to study each 
country in Latin America on a country-by-country basis. This would allow researchers to 
see the differences in each country, rather than lumping them together as a whole. It also 
raises the question of what exactly a developing country is, when a developing country 
becomes developed, and when a society becomes postmaterialist.  
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Appendix A 
Category 1 Spreadsheet 
 
 
Image Image Name Brand Product Caption Source Language Emoji Hashtags Regram Simplicity Family Health Environment Humor Trends Adventure Cute Beauty
A1 Aveda n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a
A2 Aveda n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a
A3 Aveda n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a
A4 Aveda n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a
A5 Aveda n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a
A6 Aveda Aveda works closely with communities all over the world to ensure that the ingredients we use are ethically and sustainably sourced. This includes lavender from Bulgaria, which you can find in our famous #Beautifying #SmellsLikeAveda #AvedaMissionInstagram English x
A7 Aveda Prepare to welcome the new month. Spend a few moments of your day centering yourself with a few deep breaths and a conscious mind. #Wellness Instagram English x x x
A8 Aveda #GiveAveda this season and you’ll help protect the habitat of animals like this adorable red panda. #AvedaMission Instagram English x x x
A9 Aveda Did you know our giftwrap is handmade in Nepal? #GiveAveda this holiday and you’ll help us change lives in Nepal. Instagram English x
A10 Aveda TELL US: How do YOU carry out the #AvedaMission in your daily life? #WorldPeaceDayInstagram English x x
A11 Aveda See how Aveda protects clean water in five places across the globe in #LivingAveda. #AvedaMission (Photo courtesy International Rivers)Inst gram English x x
A12 Aveda Stunning, dramatic #AvedaColor by our Global Artistic Director for Hair Color @ianmichaelblack for @American_Salon. Read more at #LivingAvedaInstagram English x x
A13 Aveda #AvedaColor closes the show at #MastersJam2014 in #London. Instagram English x x
A14 Aveda A bevy of beauties backstage at #MasterJam2014Instagram English x x
A15 Aveda Pick your pretty. #AvedaMakeup #regram from @michelletakeaim Instagram English x x
A16 Aveda Keep a simple Sunday updo in place with a spritz of Air Control. Instagram English x x
CB1 Clif Bar “Some climbs we do for the aesthetics.” - #ClifBar athlete @freddiewilkinson. Chimney-ing behind the sea stack at Otter Cliffs in Acadia National Park, Maine. Photo by @freddiewilkinson.In tagram English x x
CB2 Clif Bar #ClifBar athletes @mattyhunter and @andrewshandro getting the goods in British Columbia. Photo by @eyeroam Ins agram English x x
CB3 Clif Bar Hustling. Team Camp with the @teamclifbar cycling crew went off in Napa, CA over the weekend. Photo by #ClifBar cyclist @blakeanton.Instagra English x x
CB4 Clif Bar Yosemite Valley never disappoints. Photo by #ClifBar friend and photographer in the field @travisburkephotographyInstagram English x x
CB5 Clif Bar The early bird gets the worm. An alpine start is always worth it. Tromso, Norway. Photo by #CLIFBar athlete @tinaemelie Instagram English x x
CB6 Clif Bar n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x x
CB7 Clif Bar n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x x
CB8 Clif Bar n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x
CB9 Clif Bar n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x
CB10 Clif Bar n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x
CB11 Clif Bar n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x
CB12 Clif Bar n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x
CB13 Clif Bar n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x
CB14 Clif Bar n/a advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x
M1 Method advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x x
M2 Method advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x x
M3 Method advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x x
M4 Method advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a
M5 Method advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x x
M6 Method is this soap bottle blue and black, or white and gold? #thedressFacebook English x x x
M7 Method in anticipation of warm summer days, we’re bringing the scent of sand, surf + sunset dreams to you early. beach soundtrack optional. pick some up at target and relax. Facebook English x x
M8 Method some of the biggest stars started out in soaps {wink emoji } who’s going to clean up at tonight’s Oscars?Facebook Engli h x x x
M9 Method give your sink a little love. Facebook English x x
M10 Method soap can be red, soap can be blue, and this bottle from method, means we love you.Facebo k English x x x
M11 Method place your bets. Facebook English x x
M12 Method now that they’ve named the Oscar nominees,  who will you be rooting for?Facebook English x x
M13 Method consider our waterfall fragrance your oasis in a desert of routine. surrender to the scent of cool, cascading water lily + sandlewood. check it out here: {link} CAPTION IN IMAGE: We think there’s a time and place for streaking. It just shouldn’t involve your glass. Facebook English x x
M14 Method we all have friends who prefer animals to people. so, what are the perfect creature-centric gifts for the animal enthusiasts in your life? click to check out these quirky finds: {link}Facebook English x x
M15 Method we’re definitely committed to our air refreshers. find them at Target. click: {link} CAPTION IN IMAGE: We put a ring on it. method. air refreshers.Facebo k English x x
OV1 Organic Valley Facebook English x x
OV2 Organic Valley Facebook English x x x
OV3 Organic Valley Facebook English x
OV4 Organic Valley Facebook English x x
OV5 Organic Valley Facebook English x x
OV6 Organic Valley Instagram English x x x
OV7 Organic Valley Instagram English x x
OV8 Organic Valley Instagram English x x
OV9 Organic Valley Instagram English x
OV10 Organic Valley Instagram English x x
OV11 Organic Valley Instagram English x x
OV12 Organic Valley Instagram English x x x
OV13 Organic Valley Instagram English x x
OV14 Organic Valley Instagram English x x
OV15 Organic Valley Instagram English x
SG1 Seventh Generation advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x x
SG2 Seventh Generation advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x x
SG3 Seventh Generation advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x x
SG4 Seventh Generation advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x x
SG5 Seventh Generation advertisementEnglish n/a n/a n/a x x
SG6 Seventh Generation Facebook English x
SG7 Seventh Generation Facebook English x x
SG8 Seventh Generation Facebook English x x
SG9 Seventh Generation Facebook English x x x
SG10 Seventh Generation Facebook English x x
SG11 Seventh Generation Instagram English x x
SG12 Seventh Generation Instagram English x
SG13 Seventh Generation Instagram English x x x
SG14 Seventh Generation Instagram English x x
SG15 Seventh Generation Instagram English x x x
GENERAL/SOCIAL MEDIA THEMES
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Appendix B 
Category 2 Spreadsheet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture name Picture Brand Country Product Caption Language Emoji Hashtags Source Regram Male Female Green Snow Mountains Animal Water In photo In caption "unique/one of a kind" Travel Road Exploration Path Journey Destination Wander Giving Him/Her Love Community Family Friendship Gifts Simple Peace/Quiet Black/White Imagination Dreams Inspiration Beauty Style Elegance Design Fashion Chic Color Bold Bright 
N1 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n1.jpgNisolo Pe u bracelet Keep it simple. / Eva II Wrap English instagram x x x x
N2 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n2.jpgNisolo Pe u men's shoe Merry merry to you and yours! We hope Santa treated you well this year and if so we want to see a post of your Nisolos! And if you’re still hoping for that pair, no fear there is still 48 more hours to play #NisoloNavidad! We’re giving away four Nisolo gift cards for $250 each to winners in these categories: best photography, best caption, most liked, and one lucky random winner as well! Tag us @nisoloshoes in your post and hashtag it #NisoloNavidadEnglish instagram x x
N3 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n3.jpgNisolo Pe u men's shoe Clock is ticking… One more hour to play our #NisoloNavidad Giveaway {santa emoji}English yes instagram x x x
N4 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n4.jpgNisolo Pe u handbag #NisoloNavidad #Regram {camera emoji} by @aca_art #3moredaysEnglish yes instagram yes x x
N5 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n5.jpgNisolo Pe u men's shoe 12 hours left to play #NisoloNavidad Post a photo of your Nisolos or what you want from Nisolo for your chance to win a $250 Gift Card… Ends tonight at midnight!English instagram x x x
N6 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n6.jpgNisolo Pe u men's shoe We’re feeling crazy excited about our #NisoloNavidad winners that we will announce tomorrow morning via our email newsletter. [Sign up link in profile] #{trophy emoji}English yes instagram x x x
N7 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n7.jpgNisolo Pe u men's shoe Major ups. #Regram @johnbrownphotography #NisoloNavidad (P.S. Check out the entire rest of this rad photo by clicking Nisolos tagged photos) @johnbrownphotography you’re on {fire emoji}English yes instagram yes x
N8 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n8.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe #NisoloNavidad #Regram {camera emoji} by @johnbrownphotography T minus 6 hours and 33 minutes until we choose our #NisoloNavidad winners for our $1000 Giveaway! Get your posts in of your Nisolos or the pair you would get with your winnings. We are choosing a winner in each of these 4 categories: best photography, best caption, most liked, and lucky random. English ins a m yes x x x
N9 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n9.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe Winter Harpers / Photo by @paigerssEnglish instagram yes x x
N10 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n10.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe Here’s to spontaneous exploration in 2015. Photo by @annaliantes #regramEnglish instagram yes x x x
N11 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n11.jpgNisolo Pe u men's shoe Looking forward to all the places you’ll go and all the people you’ll meet in this new year. Share your Nisolos journey with us #inmynisolos Photo by @clarkbrewerEnglish instagra yes x x x x
N12 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n12.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe Emilio Chukka featured with @slumlovesweaterco – a company committed to ethically made products, low mark-ups, and continuing to give back. #regram #ethicalfashion #impactmattersEnglish instagra y s x x x x x x
N13 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n13.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe Favorites. / Photo by @blair_petitEnglish instagram yes x x
N14 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n14.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe Wishing it was Ecuador Sandal weather right about now…English instagram x x
N15 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n15.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe Harper in Ojai {camera emoji} by @patrickwoodyardEnglish instagram yes x x x
N16 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n16.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe Best dancing shoes to cut a rug and go out with a bang. #happynye English instagram x x
N17 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n17.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe We’ve got new things in production for spring! #nisoloperu Photo by @a_mae3English instagram yes x x x
N18 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n18.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe The road less traveled. Photo by @willvastine English instagram yes x x x
N19 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n19.jpgNisolo Pe u men's shoe Excited that one of our favorite bands @houndmouth just announced their next record, Little Neon Limelight. Congrats guys!English i stagram x x x
N20 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n20.jpgNisolo Pe u men and women's shoes Come visit us this weekend at our Pop-Up at The Mall in Green Hills…only here till the end of January!English instagram x x x
N21 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n21.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe Hey Nashville, @sistersofnature is hosting the @folkmagazine Pop-Up today from 11-4, be sure to check out their goods! #nashvillefolk #buyfolkEnglish i stagram x x
N22 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n22.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe Sundays are best #inmynisolosEnglish instagram x x
N23 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n23.jpgNisolo Pe u handbag Lima Clutch / the essential for all your essentials. English instagram x x
N24 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Nisolo\n24.jpgNisolo Pe u women's shoe Smoking Shoes in the Senate {circle hand emoji} Photo by @katelynjmccartyEnglish yes instagram yes x x
31B1 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\31Bits\31B1.jpg31 Bits Uganda necklace, bracelet We have so many favorite styles from the @31bits Spring 2015 Collection… The Mirage Tres necklace is definitely one of them! {Available now // shop the link in profile} #31bits #bitsofstyleEnglish instagram x x x x
31B2 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\31Bits\31B2.jpg31 Bits Uganda necklace One of our favorite ways to wear the @31bits Bandero necklace :: with a classic chambray + vest. Casual, but still chic. {circle hand emoji} {And it’s currently on sale! Shop the link in profile} #bitsofstyle #fashionforgoodEnglish yes instagram x x x x x x
31B3 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\31Bits\31B3.jpg31 Bits Uganda bracelet Drifting imagination paved a surprising path for the @31bits Spring 2015 Collection. We worked with the 31 Bits artisans to create new techniques for stringing paper beads into woven patterns. We combined colors of brick red, charcoal, bright yellow, and speckled gold. This collection is exotic, warm, and bright. And it’s available now! // shop the link in profile #31bits #howitsmademattersEnglish instagram x x x x x x x
31B4 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\31Bits\31B4.jpg31 Bits Uganda necklaces, bracelets We’re loving the pops of color in the new @31bits Spring 2015 Collection! Here’s just a few of our favorites… {heart eyes emoji} {available now :: shop the link in profile} #31bits #howitsmademattersEnglish yes instagram x x x
31B5 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\31Bits\31B5.jpg31 Bits Uganda necklace It’s a new year, filled with possibilities! The @31bits team have set their New Years Resolutions… What are yours? {blue heart emoji} {Kate is wearing the Cacti Double necklace in turquoise} #31bits #startingfreshEnglis  yes instagram x x x
31B6 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\31Bits\31B6.jpg31 Bits Uganda necklace, bracelets We think the new @31bits Adobe Spike necklace, paired with some gold Daphne bracelets are a perfect Valentine’s Day gift… Don’t you? {wink emoji} {available in our ‘Gifts’ section :: shop the link in profile} #31bits #valentinesday English yes nstagram x x x x x
31B7 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\31Bits\31B7.jpg31 Bits Uganda necklaces Each @31bits accessory is handcrafted and bringing change to people’s lives. The Spring 2015 Collection is imaginative, bold, and layers together flawlessly. // Pictured is the Saguaro + Poppy Jumble necklaces {link in profile} #31bits #bitsofstyleEngli h instagram x x x x x x
31B8 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\31Bits\31B8.jpg31 Bits Uganda bracelets This Valentine’s Day, give bracelets instead of chocolate. It’s more fun. {wink emoji} The exclusive @31bits Valentines Box comes with five bracelets (shown), five gift bags, and five valentines that say “I Love You To Bits!” {pink heart emoji} #31bits #valentinesday #fashionforgoodEn lish yes instagram x x x x x x x
31B9 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\31Bits\31B9.jpg31 Bits Uganda necklace Going for a layered look? We suggest the new @31bits Arid Stream necklace – its many layers combine cool tones with warm tones, creating a breezy and playful style. {Available now :: shop the link in profile} #31bits #bitsofstyleEnglish instagram x x x x x
31B10 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\31Bits\31B10.jpg31 Bits Uganda necklaces, bracelet Check out the @31bits ‘Gifts’ section to see selected items we’ve paired together! They’re perfect for Valentines Day, birthdays, teacher gifts, days that end in “y”…{shop the link in profile} #31bits #fashionforgood English instagram x x x x x x x
31B11 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\31Bits\31B11.jpg31 Bits Uganda necklace, bracelet How stunning is our sweet friend @caseyleighwiegand? We’re loving how she styled her @31bits Mojave Melody necklace & Sahara Strap bracelet! Perfect weekend getaway look! {shop the link in profile} #31bits #bitsofstyle English instagram x x x x x x
31B12 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\31Bits\31B12.jpg31 Bits Uganda necklace The @31bits Kalahari necklace begins with long strands of soft brown leather attached to a single strand of paper beads. The leather ties together, so that you can adjust the length! Available in periwinkle and brick red. {shop the link in profile} #31bits #fashionforgood English instagram x x x x x
FS1 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS1.jpgFabrica Social Mexico lothes by @ximenadelvalle “ @fabricasocial campaign Styling @dumtz Photo @ximenadelvalle Model @lorainebr @paragonmodelm Hair & Mu @alanamelina PH asst @monicamexicana #fashion #mexico #fabricasocial #shoot #art “ via @PhotoRepost_app English ins agram yes x x x x x x
FS2 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS2.jpgFabrica Social Mexico lothes by @marthablanco “Bordado hecho a mano por comunidades de Yucatan {star emoji} {circle hand emoji} #fabricasocial #df #lovely #handmade {flower emoji} {grass emoji}” via @PhotoRepost_appSpanish instagram ye x x x x x x
FS3 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS3.jpgFabrica Social Mexico fabric by @dumtz “Nuevas puntadas, nueva inspiracion en Jaltocan, Hidalgo #fabricasocial” via @PhotoRepost_app Spanish i stagram yes x x x x
FS4 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS4.jpgFabrica Social Mexico lothes Sara y su diseno para #fabricasocial, #disenomexicano, #modamexicana, #textiltradicional, #mujeresartesanas, #hechoenmexico, #viernestradicionalSpanish instagram x x x x x x x
FS5 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS5.jpgFabrica Social Mexico fabric by @dumtz “@chamuchula en @fabricasocial” via @PhotoRepost_app Spanish instagram yes x x
FS6 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS6.jpgFabrica Social Mexico lothes Lindo dia soleado, siempre felices de ver piezas de #FabricaSocial en @tupatara Spanish instagram x x
FS7 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS7.jpgFabrica Social Mexico fabric #fabricasocial preparando coleccion en Zinacantan, Chiapas. #mujeresartesanas, #mujeresindigenas, #artesanasmexicanas, #meicantextile, #mexicandesign, #mexicanfashion Spanish instagram x x x x x x x x x x
FS8 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS8.jpgFabrica Social Mexico lothes Gracias @kpaucic por compartir esta foto! Vestido Juana bordado en maquina de pedal por artesanas Mayas de Yucatan // by @kpaucic “PUERTA Unas veces se Cierra otra abre #puertas #merida #yucatan #travel” via @PhotoRepost_app Spanish instagram yes x x x x x x x
F1 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F1.jpgFasionABLE Af ica men's laptop sleeve GIVE LOVE: for Him. *brand new pre-release* from our #Spring2015 collection … the Rekik leather laptop sleeve!! (( link to shop in profile )) #ValentinesDay #GIVELOVE #fashionABLEspring2015English instagram x x x x x
F2 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F2.jpgFasionABLE Af ica handbag CYBER MONDAY TRAFFIC BROKE THE INTERNET! Our website is back up after being down most of the day. Because of that problem we’re extending our Cyber Monday sales thru tomorrow. Thank you for your patience & support. // {camera emoji} @emily_knight English yes in tagram yes x x x
F3 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F3.jpgFasionABLE Af ica scarf beautiful shot of #theABLEscarf by @thevedahouse {purple heart emoji}English y s inst gra x x x x
F4 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F4.jpgFasionABLE Af ica scarf a perfect pair: the ABLE scarf + the new ABLE necklace {purple heart emoji} (( link to shop in profile // save $10 when you bundle them together! )) #fashionABLEplusMiriam English yes instagram x x x x
F5 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F5.jpgFasionABLE Af ica passport wallett Dad’s been talking about that Europe trip he wants to take your mom on for their big anniversary. Get him the Eyerusalem Passport Wallett so they can travel in style. // We’re talking about our favorite gifts for everybody on your list today on the blog, >> livefashionABLE.com/blog // plus, add $200 of products to your cart & instantly save $50 – TODAY ONLY! English instagra x x x x x x x x x
F6 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F6.jpgFasionABLE Af ica #sneakpeek of 2 new hand-crafted leather products that will be here just in time for the holidays!!! stay tuned…English instagram x x x(car) x x x
F7 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F7.jpgFasionABLE Af ica Been eyeing the lovely Tigist leather clutch? Today’s a great day to snag one, because you’ll also gt a FREE Eden scarf (just use coupon code “EDEN”) … today only, while supplies last!!English instagram
F8 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F8.jpgFasionABLE Af ica Some last minute shopping ideas: the Irene wallet for him, the Tigist clutch for her…each named after heroic women we work with, and come with a note of what she is ABLE to do because of your purchase! // Enjoy FREE 2-DAY SHIPPING on orders over $100 through midnight tonight and get it there on time!English instagram x x x x x x x
F9 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F9.jpgFasionABLE Af ica May 2015 be the year you discover what you are ABLE to do… for yourself + for others. #theABLEscarf English instagram x x(discover) x x x
F10 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F10.jpgFasionABLE Af ica but first, coffee. {coffee emoji} (( ps this lovely Gebeyew scarf + all of our other winter scarves are 35% off right now!! )) English instagram x x
F11 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F11.jpgFasionABLE Af ica Inspired by this season’s #powderblue trend, we produced a very *limited run* of our popular solid Niguse scarf in the perfect winter hue. We hope it boosts your mood on those cold, winter days & reminds you that spring will be back before we know it! (( link to shop in profile ))English instagram x x
F12 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F12.jpgFasionABLE Af ica How are you spending this sunny Saturday? It has us dreaming of shorts & springtime! {sun emoji}English i stagram x x x
F13 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F13.jpgFasionABLE Af ica Proof guys can rock scarves, too. Lookin’ good @phillipcrosby! #livefashionABLEEnglish instagram x x x
F14 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F14.jpgFasionABLE Af ica #tbt to when @estherhavens went to Ethiopia with us last summer and grabbed some amazing iPhone shots of our beautiful friend Z modeling fashionable scarves in the forest on Entoto Mountain {purple heart emoji}English instagram x x x x
F15 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F15.jpgFasionABLE Africa Congrats to our random winner @romeovillemom!! Email us at info(at)livefashionABLE.com to get your free Tizita bracelets! THANK YOU to everybody who participated yesterday, & for all of the encouraging comments! {purple heart}English instagram
F16 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F16.jpgFasionABLE Africa We always love how @mystylepill pairs our Mamuye tote … loving those @ctznsofhumanity jeans!English instagram x x x
F17 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F17.jpgFasionABLE Africa Brrrr! Baby, it’s cold outside. {snowflake emoji} Hope you’re wrapped up in a fashionable scarf! #livefashionABLE ( and yes, our stylist @jordanduncan is a babe. ) English instagram x
F18 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F18.jpgFasionABLE Africa Good news: a leather shipment is on its way from Ethiopia, which will re-stock all colors of the Tigist clutch, Mamuye tote, Eyerusalem passport wallet, & Addis keychain! English instagram
F19 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F19.jpgFasionABLE Africa New #Spring2015 leather product launching early with our #ValentinesDay promotion tomorrow… Here’s a #sneakpeek! English instagram x
F20 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F20.jpgFasionABLE Africa Our *end of season* SALE is still happening… 35% off of our winter scarf stock to make room for spring! >> livefashionABLE.com/saleEnglish instagram
F21 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F21.jpgFasionABLE Africa Sundays are for brunchin’ + boutique shoppin’. We love this little corner in Nashville shop @sistersofnature {purple heart emoji} What boutiques are in your town that you’d like to see fashionable products in?English ins agram
F22 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F22.jpgFasionABLE Africa So many ways to wear #theABLEscarf .. Lovin these ideas from @justinablakeney {purpleheartemoji} English instagram
F23 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F23.jpgFasionABLE Africa GIVE LOVE: for HER. *brand new pre-release* from our #Spring2015 collection … the vertical color-block Alem scarf (( link to shop in profile ))#ValentinesDay #GIVELOVE #fashionABLEspring2015English instagram
F24 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F24.jpgFasionABLE Africa Today is #NationalHandwritingDay – dedicated to celebrating the lost art of penmanship. We thought it was the perfect occasion to celebrate #theABLEscarf, which contains the beautiful handwriting of @melissapher, and the ABLE statements of the heroic women we work with! (( If you’re not familiar with the amazing story behind #theABLEscarf, you can read more form its designer @erinloechner on her blog )) // In celebration, we’re offering FREE SHIPPING today when you put an ABLE scarf in your cart! Just use coupon code HANDWRITING. English ins agram
F25 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F25.jpgFasionABLE Africa Our #ValentinesDay specials for HER: a deal on the popular ABLE necklace + a pre-release of the brand new vertical color-block Alem scarf from the #Spring2015 collection! 2 amazing ways to #GIVELOVE this year {double heart emoji}English instagram
F26 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F26.jpgFasionABLE Africa Just a few more left of our *limited edition* winter Niguse scarf inspired by the season’s #powderblue trend! {snowflake emoji} (( link in profile )) English instagram
F27 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\FashionABLE\F27.jpgFasionABLE Africa Our #ValentinesDay specials for HIM: a deal on our popular men’s wallet (designed by mr @mattwertz!) + a pre-release of the brand new Rekik leather laptop sleeve from the #Spring2015 collection! 2 amazing ways to #GIVELOVE this year to your man {double heart emoji}English instagram x
KD1 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Kirah Design\KD1.jpgKirah Design Bolivia no caption English Facebook uni uni x x x
KD2 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Kirah Design\KD2.jpgKirah Design Bolivia Some of our original Bolivian designs now available in the US through www.artisanconnect.com. Artisan Connect.English Faceb ok u i uni x x x x x x x x
KD3 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Kirah Design\KD3.jpgKirah Design Bolivia Motacu, Tree Heart and Candle Stands by Kirah Design – in Sao Paulo, BrazilEnglish F cebook uni uni x x
KD4 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Kirah Design\KD4.jpgKirah Design Bolivia no caption English Facebook uni uni x x x
KD5 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Kirah Design\KD5.jpgKirah Design Bolivia “Mirage/Espejismo” one-of-a-kind piece designed and produced for Asociacion Pro Arte y Cultura APAC’s auction tonight at Country Club Las Palmas, Santa Cruz, BoliviaEnglish Fa bo k uni uni x x x
KD6 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Kirah Design\KD6.jpgKirah Design Bolivia no caption English Facebook uni uni x x x
KD7 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Kirah Design\KD7.jpgKirah Design Bolivia New @ Kirah Design! PUNA decorative benches (100-250 cm). Unique pieces available. Call us. Novedad en Kirah Design. Bancas decorativas PUNA (100-250 cm). Piezas exclusivas disponibles en nuestro Showroom Santa Cruz. English/Spanish Facebook uni uni x x x
KD8 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Kirah Design\KD8.jpgKirah Design Bolivia Welcome to the world of Kirah. English Facebook uni uni x x x x
KD9 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Kirah Design\KD9.jpgKirah Design Bolivia Kirah Design. Joy. Let’s come together this Christmas.English Facebook uni uni x x x x x x
KD10 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Kirah Design\KD10.jpgKirah Design Bolivia Kirah Design. Del caos surge la belleza. Beauty emerges from chaos. #kirahdesign #kirahbeautifulEnglish/Spanish Fa eb ok uni uni x x x
KK1 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Krochet Kids\KK1.jpgKrochet Kids Intl. Peru t-shirt Thanks to our Cut & Sew Program in #KKPeru, even our tees are made by people you can know. #kkioutside {photo by @bertymandagie} English instagr m es x x x x
KK2 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Krochet Kids\KK2.jpgKrochet Kids Intl. Take a moment for some peace and quiet. #kkioutside {photo by @braidedbliss} English instagram y s x x
KK3 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Krochet Kids\KK3.jpgKrochet Kids Intl. n/a It’s Friday! We’re feeling good and we want you to be also. 40% off site wide when you use promo code ‘EVENBETTER40’ at checkout. {link in profile} Have a great weekend! #kkioutside English instagram x
KK4 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Krochet Kids\KK4.jpgKrochet Kids Intl. hat There’s a color to complement every little one. #kkioutside {photo by @burningmuffin}English instagram yes x x
KK5 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Krochet Kids\KK5.jpgKrochet Kids Intl. sweatshirt : Stay warm, but don’t stay home. #kkioutside {photo by @benjisloth}English instagram yes x x x x x x x
KK6 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Krochet Kids\KK6.jpgKrochet Kids Intl. hat Hot Wheels. #kkioutside {photo by @mwtextiledesigns} English instagram yes x
KK7 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Krochet Kids\KK7.jpgKrochet Kids Intl. hat Where will the road take you this weekend? #kkioutside #kk1 #iceland English instagram x x x x x x
KK8 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Krochet Kids\KK8.jpgKrochet Kids Intl. hats “Life is a blank canvas, and you need to throw all the paint on it you can.” – Danny Kaye #kkioutside #travel English i stagram x x x x x
KK9 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Krochet Kids\KK9.jpgKrochet Kids Intl. hat Follow the wind, wherever it blows. #kkioutside {photo by @mauriciothomsen} English instagram yes x x x x x x x
KK10 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Krochet Kids\KK10.jpgKrochet Kids Intl. hat Stand out in the snow with ‘the Cara’. #kkioutside {photo by @arheathomas} English inst gram yes x x x x x
KK11 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Krochet Kids\KK11.jpgKrochet Kids Intl. hat ‘the Brady’: your winter road trip essential #kkioutside {photo by @turning.soil}English instagram yes x x x x x x
SD1 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD1.jpgSseko Design print Get this (or any other print) for FREE with your purchase over $25 from now until #Christmas! Use code ‘bravexmas.’ #stockingstuffers #inspiration #ssekobrave {shop link in profile} English instagram x x x x x
SD2 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD2.jpgSseko Design Well, these are about the cutest Sseko models we’ve ever seen! Get this tote (& everything else on our site) by 10 am PST for FREE shipping! {#regram from @ifitwags} #ssekostyleEnglish instagram x x x x
SD3 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD3.jpgSseko Design Coffee + a view! {coffee emoji} // How cute does @deshartsrock look in our Nomad Booties? #ssekostyle #coffeenclothes #bacheloretteEnglish x instagram x x
SD4 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD4.jpgSseko Design All #Sseko scarves are now 15% OFF, so your #holidayshopping just got easier! #cozyup #treatyourself {Limited time only. Shop link in profile. Free shipping over $100.} English instagram x x x
SD5 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD5.jpgSseko Design A gorgeous shot of our Caramel Leather #Nomad Booties by the incredibly talented @jessicahische. Only 5 days left to order these in time for the holidays, with free ground shipping! #ssekostyle #giveopportunity #giftsforherEnglish instagram x x x x
SD6 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD6.jpgSseko Design Dreaming of warm weather on this chilly Monday! Are any of you going somewhere sandal-friendly for the holidays?! {Ft. our Brown Leather laces + the now 15% off Citrus Shibori hobo bag.} #ssekostyle English instagram x x x x
SD7 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD7.jpgSseko Design The gorgeous black suede bucket bag is now on SALE! {& ships free today!} #ssekoholiday #giftsforher English in tagram x x x x x(gorgeous) x
SD8 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD8.jpgSseko Design This gorgeous jade green convertible Crossbody / Clutch is now 15% off online! Just one of the little pre-holiday treats we have in store for you! {Limited time only, link in profile.} #ssekostyle #holidayEnglish instagram x x x x x(gorgeous)
SD9 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD9.jpgSseko Design Sseko Holiday Staff Pick #4: Recently featured in @travelandleisure’s #GiftsforTravelers guide, these Interchangeable Leather T-Straps are perfect for your frequent-traveler friends. Our designer Emily says: “I took mine on a 2-week trip to Europe this summer & they made traveling so much simpler, with accents for a variety of occasions!” #ssekoholiday #giveopportunity English instagram x x x x x x x
SD10 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD10.jpgSseko Design @fashboulevard rocks our Gold Bow Accent tote well. {circle hand emoji} {heart emoji} // Simply swap out the accents to change up your look! #ssekostyleEnglish inst gram x x x x
SD11 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD11.jpgSseko Design Saturday style. {peace hand emoji} {feat. the Black Lalibella Loafer, link in profile} #ssekostyleEnglish instagram x x x
SD12 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD12.jpgSseko Design “In the winter she curls up around a good book and dreams away the cold.” – Ben Aaronvitch // regram from @paperlemon {Link in profile to shop these booties!} #ssekostyleEnglish inst gram x x x
SD13 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD13.jpgSseko Design Love this #festive #ootd by @megoosta featuring our #gold loafers! #ssekoholidayEnglish instag am x x x x x x
SD14 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD14.jpgSseko Design Just a few hours left to get your Sseko gifts in time for Christmas! Place your orders by 10 am PST and select 2-day. And if you’re still looking for stocking stuffers, don’t forget to use code ‘bravexmas’ for a free bonus print at check-out! #ssekoholiday #lastminutegifts #giftsforher #stockingstuffersEnglish instagram x x x x
SD15 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD15.jpgSseko Design These Lalibella loafers were made for wandering. #ssekostyle #ootdEnglish instagram x x x
SD16 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD16.jpgSseko Design Blue suede beauty. // @jodimackabee styles our Dusty Midnight Bucket Bad effortlessly. Get this bag now while it’s on #sale! {shop link in profile} #ssekostyle #ethicalfashion #ootdEnglish i stagram x x x x
SD17 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD17.jpgSseko Design “Snow falls silently / and all I do is wonder / if you’re watching too.” - @tylerknott // We’re big fans of Tyler and his work – and love this snowy shot he tok of our #Nomad Booties. {heart emoji} {snowflake emoji} #ssekostyleEnglish instagram x x x x
SD18 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD18.jpgSseko Design 50% OFF FLASH SALE! // Add warmth to your winter wardrobe with the bright + sunny Citrus Shibori Hobo! This leather bag is only $95 if you buy it in the next 24 hours. Comment #sold below to buy it straight from Insta (seriously, @paywithpenny makes it that easy), or use coupon code ‘citrus’ on our site. #paywithpennynglish instagram x x
SD19 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD19.jpgSseko Design Hey-o! All loafer accents are 20% OFF right now! Easily switch up your shoe style with bows, baubles & other adorable pieces! #ssekostyleEnglish instagram x x x x
SD20 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD20.jpgSseko Design On #SALE now // Brighten up your winter wardrobe with the buttery-soft Jade Crossbody bag – it also doubles as an elegant clutch! #ssekostyle #ethicalfashion English instagram x x x x x x x
SD21 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD21.jpgSseko Design Feel good when you wrap yourself up in a #Sseko scarf, knowing that you are helping to empower and educate women in East #Africa. // All of our lighter weight spring scarf styles are now 50% OFF while supplies last! {shop link in profile} #ssekostyle #ethicalfashion #giveopportunity English instagram x x x x x
SD22 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD22.jpgSseko Design The makings of a successful Saturday. // Introducing our Everyday Essentials package, at a crazy low price. Shop link in profile! #ssekostyle #weekendessentialsEnglish instagram x x x
SD23 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD23.jpgSseko Design The Ombre Scarf is hand-dyed from luxurious Ethiopian cotton to give a stunning, richly-hued gradient effect. There are only a few left in stock – and they’re on sale til 1/30! {Shop link in profile} #lastchance #getcozy #ssekostyleEnglish instagram x x x
SD24 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD24.jpgSseko Design Rosy Peach or Jade Green? // Treat yourself to one of these pretty little things while they’re still on #sale! {ends Fri., shop link in profile} #ssekostyle #colorplayEnglish instagram x x(pretty)x x
SD25 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD25.jpgSseko Design Swooning over this gorgeous shot of @fashboulevard with our Gold Bow Accent Tote! This color combo. {heart eyes emoji} English instagram x x x(gorgeous) x
SD26 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD26.jpgSseko Design Casual cool // The perfect leather kicks to take you from Winter to Spring. #ssekostyleEnglish i stagram x
SD27 ..\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Sseko Designs\SD27.jpgSseko Design LAST CHANCE! // Our sale ends tomorrow, so be sure to snag one of these beautiful scarves now at 30% off! {shop link in profile} #ssekostyle #sale #scarves #winterfashion #ootdEnglish instagram x x x x
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Artisans Nature Feminism Health
Picture namePicture Brand Country Product Caption Language Emoji Hashtags Source Regram x x
B1 Baobab Guatemala Lo natural es belleza. #Baobab #Natural #Organic Spanish x x Instagram x x
B2 Baobab Guatemala Ven a probar nuestros productos y conoce nuestras ofertas especiales en los mercaditos de Fresko en Plaza Vareita Z.16. #baobab #natural #organicoSpanish x x I stagr m x
B3 Baobab Guatemala REUSA. Por un ambiente mas limpio y duradero aportemos reusando  de forma creativa lo que ya no nos sirve. Aqui unos retazos de tela y bastidores convertidos en cuadros. #Baobab Spanish x x Instagram x
B4 Baobab Guatemala Tarde de bicicleta, amigos, y naturaleza. #Baobab #Natural #OrganicoSpanish x x Instagram x
B5 Baobab Guatemala Nos regalaron estas bellezas hoy! Increible las creaciones de la naturaleza. #baobab #natural # rosasSpani h x x Instag am x
B6 Baobab Guatemala Porque creemos en el futuro de nuestra gente. Manos limpias = Mejor salud. #Baobab #Guatemala #ManosFelices #Organico #NaturalSpanish x x Instagram x x x
B7 Baobab Guatemala ¿Sabías que lavarse las manos adecuadamente es la primera línea de defensa frente a la propagación de muchas enfermedades? Muchas de estas enfermedades, que en algunos casos llegan a ser letales, pueden ser evitadas con el simple acto de lavarse las manos. #Baobab #ManosFelicesSp nish x x Ins agram x
B8 Baobab Guatemala Siempre hay tiempo para una buena lectura. Les recomendamos 'The Power of Habit' de Charles Duhigg. ¡Feliz tarde! 📚 #baobabSpanish x x Instagram
B9 Baobab Guatemala Después de un día intenso de trabajo, dándonos un gustito antes de dormir 😀¡Buenas noches! #treatyourselfSpanish x x Instagram
B10 Baobab Guatemala Nosotros usamos: Aceite de Oliva. Este aceite contiene propiedades antioxidantes y de anti-envejecimiento. Su poder de absorción es superior a los aceites minerales. Es un excelente agente para la buena hidratacion de la piel. #ingredientebaobab #naturalesmejor {tree emoji}Spani h x x Instagram x x
B11 Baobab Guatemala 'Le hice comprender al principito que los baobabs no son arbustos, sino árboles tan grandes como iglesias y que incluso si llevase consigo todo un rebaño de elefantes, el rebaño no lograria acabar con un solo baobab.’ El Principito por Antoine de Saint-Exupery. #naturalesmejor #baobabnaturalSpanish x x Instagram x
B12 Baobab Guatemala ¡A llenar a nuestros seres queridos de besos de colores! Que tengan un muy feliz día del cariño #coloresbaobab #naturalesmejor 💋❤😀💄💓Spanish x x Instagram x
B13 Baobab Guatemala ¡Buenos Dias! 😎 #baobabnaturalSpanish x x Instagram
B14 Baobab Guatemala Sonríele al frío con 'Baobab Menta Buena' 🌿🌿🌿Spanish x x Instagram x
B15 Baobab Guatemala ¿Sabías que nuestros productos son orgánicos? Esto quiere decir que utilizamos ingredientes que han sido cultivados de una forma amigable y sostenida al medio ambiente, libre de quimicos. #naturalesmejorSpani h x x Instagram x x
BA1 Brasil Aromatico Brazil Momentos vem e vão, ambos deixam marcas e servem de lição!! #feiticosaromaticos. #brasilaromaticos #frasedeamor #frases #frasesfofasPortuguese x In tagram
BA2 Brasil Aromatico Brazil Aniversário de São Paulo!! #aniversariodesp #vivasp #25dejaneiro #cidadedasoportunidades #feiticosaromaticosPortuguese x Instagr m
BA3 Brasil Aromatico Brazil Conheça já nossos produtos : http://brasilaromaticos.com.br/categoria/difusor-de-varetas #confortonolar #difusordevaretas #brasilaromaticos #cheirinho #aromasPortuguese x Instagram x
BA4 Brasil Aromatico Brazil A sua pele com uma cara nova,cheirosa e hidratada! Acesse já a fanpage: facebook.com/brasilaromaticos #cuidadoscomapele #pelehidratada #brasilaromaticosP rtuguese x Inst gram x
BA5 Brasil Aromatico Brazil Mel e suas propriedadesPortugues Facebook x x
BA6 Brasil Aromatico Brazil 4 DICAS importantes para elevar a autoestima Por uguese Facebook x
BA7 Brasil Aromatico Brazil Feliz dia Internacional da Mulher! Somente para mulheres M.A.R.A.V.I.L.H.O.S.A.S! Mês de Março - Mês da MulherPortuguese Facebook x
BA8 Brasil Aromatico Brazil Trotes nas faculdade Portugu se Facebook
BA9 Brasil Aromatico Brazil Vida Longa - Cuidados com a saúdePortuguese Facebook x
BA10 Brasil Aromatico Brazil Bom dia!! "A alegria é um combustível poderoso. Encha o tanque e seja feliz ! "Portuguese Facebook x x
BA11 Brasil Aromatico Brazil " O que vale na vida não é o ponto de partida e sim a caminhada. Caminhando e semeando, no fim terás o que colher" ( Cora Coralina )Portuguese Facebook
BA12 Brasil Aromatico Brazil " Suas roupas com cheirinho de cuidado! " COMPRE JÁ todos os produtos da linha Brasil AromáticosPortugues Facebook
BA13 Brasil Aromatico Brazil " Compartilhe a alegria de ter amigos! " Dê Brasil Aromáticos de presentePortuguese F cebo k
BA14 Brasil Aromatico Brazil : E a chuva chegou em São Paulo e veio com força!! Saiba a situação dos reservatórios de água em São PauloPortug se Facebook x x
C1 ChamuchicMexico no captionSpanish Facebook x
C2 ChamuchicMexico Hoy en #MartesDeFavoritos encuentra el Lenka Set con un precio especial Spanish x Facebook
C3 ChamuchicMexico Historias de alfombras rojas. Hoy en Jueves del Recuerdo una imagen de la actriz Marisol Centeno con su bolsa Chamuchic en los Premios Arieles del 2013.#TBTSpanish x Fac book x
C4 ChamuchicMexico De nuestras piezas más irresistibles sólo hoy en#MartesDeFavoritos Spanish x Fac book
C5 ChamuchicMexico Tiempo de carnavales en todo el mundo y en Chiapas nos inspiran los colores y tradiciones de cada región. Carnaval zoque, foto @GatoMaullador vía Instagram.#LunesDeInspiraciónSpa ish x Facebook
C6 ChamuchicMexico Fin de semana de celebrar con los que más queremos.#SanValentín2015Spanish x Facebook
C7 ChamuchicMexico Hoy en #MartesDeFavoritos dale un toque étnico a tu casa con este set de cojines tejidos en telar de cintura. Encuéntralos con un super precio sólo por hoy en Spanish x Faceb ok
C8 ChamuchicMexico Hoy en #MartesDeFavoritos nos adelantamos a la primavera con una blusa corta bordada en Zinacantán, Chiapas. Encuéntrala con un super precio sólo por hoy en Spanish x Facebook
C9 ChamuchicMexico Agradeciendo a todos quienes han colaborado de alguna manera con Chamuchic en este 2014, despedimos este año con el corazón y deseamos un nuevo ciclo lleno de éxitos para todos. ¡Felicidades!Spanish F cebook x x
C10 ChamuchicMexico Esta Navidad haz patria y regala productos de diseño mexicano. Te esperamos en el showroom de Fábrica Social con Chamuchic y 1/8 Takamura. Córdoba 67 int 7, Colonia Roma, Ciudad de México. ¡Abierto hoy desde las 12 pm!Spanish Facebook
C11 ChamuchicMexico no captionSpanish Facebook
C12 ChamuchicMexico no captionSpanish Facebook
C13 ChamuchicMexico no captionSpanish Facebook
C14 ChamuchicMexico ¡Hoy es viernes de amar a México! En Chamuchic seguimos celebrando la belleza y la dignidad de las artesanas de Los Altos de ChiapasSpanish Facebook x x
C15 ChamuchicMexico Pirámide de acciones para el consumo ético y responsable. Piensa antes de comprar. Consume local. #BuenFinSolidario #BienHechoEnMéxicoSp nish x Facebook x
Co1 Colectivo 1050Mexico no captionSpanish Facebook x
Co2 Colectivo 1050Mexico En la Tiendita del Barro a veces cerramos tarde. También de noche lucen bien las piezas.Spanish Facebook
Co3 Colectivo 1050Mexico no captionSpanish Facebook
Co4 Colectivo 1050Mexico  Algunos de nuestros platitos en el delicioso Restaurante Cabuche. Hechos por Rufina Ruiz López, y esmaltados por el maestro Juan Ruiz Zárate. ¡Así sí se puede comer bien!Spani h Facebook x
Co5 Colectivo 1050Mexico ¡Comenzó la venta! Hoy y mañana, de 10 a 20 hrs. Los esperamos con muchos productos hermosos, hechos a mano en OaxacaSpa ish Facebo k
Co6 Colectivo 1050Mexico Zandunga Textiles se une a la venta, con hermosos y alegres huipiles-blusaSpani h Facebook x
Co7 Colectivo 1050Mexico Este fin de semana, venta en #LaTienditadelBarro.,Colectivo de cerámica 1050 grados compartiendo conMaddalena Forcella Cobo: Omar Fernández, Oaxifornia, Zandunga textiles, Porfirio Gutierrez y familia Spanish x F cebook x
Co8 Colectivo 1050Mexico Desde aquí le agradecemos al buen Luis Fo, que creció con nosotros y nos ayudó a crecer con compromiso y alegría. Le deseamos mucha suerte en su nueva etapa.Spanish Facebook x
Co9 Colectivo 1050Mexico En #Oaxaca el barro se utiliza de muchas maneras, un ejemplo es el tradicional #comal para hacer tortillas, quesadillas, empanadas y muchos otros platillos regionales.... ¿Y tu para que lo usas?Spanish x Facebook x x
Co10 Colectivo 1050Mexico Hoy nos amaneció soleado en #OaxacaSpanish x Facebook
Co11 Colectivo 1050Mexico Tazón de Santo Domingo Tonaltepec, una comunidad donde la alfarería se resiste a morir, gracias a las 15 señoras que aún la practican. Una hermosura. La encuentras en la Tiendita del Barro, abierto de 9 a 6, de lunes a viernes.Spanish Facebook
Co12 Colectivo 1050Mexico ¿Sabias que nuestra colección "Amalias" está inspirada en estas antiguas coladeras de barro, utilizadas desde hace muchos años para lavar los granos de maíz, también llamado #nixtamal? #ColecciónAmalias #FamiliaMateo#SanMarcosTlapazolaSpani h x Facebook x x
Co13 Colectivo 1050Mexico ¿Quieres lucir espectacular durante esta Guelaguetza? #Joyería1050grados en la #tienditadelbarroSpanish x Facebook
Co14 Colectivo 1050Mexico Para esta época de lluvias, una buena taza de chocolate oaxaqueño. En la #tienditadelbarroSpanish x Fa ebo k
Co15 Colectivo 1050Mexico ¡Empezando el día con un buen desayuno!#colecciónLinneoSpanish x Facebook x x
FS1 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS1.jpgFabrica SocialMexico cloth s by @ximenadelvalle “ @fabricasocial campaign Styling @dumtz Photo @ximenadelvalle Model @lorainebr @paragonmodelm Hair & Mu @alanamelina PH asst @monicamexicana #fashion #mexico #fabricasocial #shoot #art “ via @PhotoRepost_app English instagram yes x
FS2 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS2.jpgFabrica SocialMexico cloth s by @marthabl nco “Bordado hecho a mano por comunidades de Yucatan {star emoji} {circle hand emoji} #fabricasocial #df #lovely #handmade {flower emoji} {grass emoji}” via @PhotoRepost_apppanish instagra yes x
FS3 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS3.jpgFabrica SocialMexico fabric by @dumtz “Nuevas puntadas, nueva inspiracion en Jaltocan, Hidalgo #fabricasocial” via @PhotoRepost_app panish instagram yes
FS4 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS4.jpgFabrica SocialMexico cloth s Sara y su diseno para #fabricasocial, #disenomexicano, #modamexicana, #textiltradicional, #mujeresartesanas, #hechoenmexico, #viernestradicionalpanish instagram x
FS5 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS5.jpgFabrica SocialMexico fabric by @dumtz “@chamuchula en @fabricasocial” via @PhotoRepost_app panish instagr m yes
FS6 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS6.jpgFabrica SocialMexico cloth s Lindo dia soleado, siempre felices de ver piezas de #FabricaSocial en @tupatara panish inst gram x x
FS7 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS7.jpgFabrica SocialMexico fabric #fabricasocial preparando coleccion en Zinacantan, Chiapas. #mujeresartesanas, #mujeresindigenas, #artesanasmexicanas, #meicantextile, #mexicandesign, #mexicanfashion panish instagram x x
FS8 C:\Users\Farris\Pictures\THESIS\Category 1\Fabrica Social\FS8.jpgFabrica SocialMexico cloth s Gracias @kpaucic por compartir esta foto! Vestido Juana bordado en maquina de pedal por artesanas Mayas de Yucatan // by @kpaucic “PUERTA Unas veces se Cierra otra abre #puertas #merida #yucatan #travel” via @PhotoRepost_app panish instagram yes x
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